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ABSTRACT 

Recently, research in HCI has highlighted how digital        
fabrication tools have lowered barriers for making in its         
various forms and thus the potential of supporting new forms          
of Do-It-Yourself Assistive Technologies (DYI-AT).     
Furthermore makerspaces have been surveyed in various       
forms and proved to be places to foster empowerment of          
excluded communities and those with disabilities. Despite       
this, it is argued that maker communities lack diversity and          
that people with disabilities are seldom makers themselves.        
Yet the perspective of such groups is underrepresented in         
those views with sight impaired individuals being altogether        
largely overlooked in the context of making and        
empowerment. This study applies mixed methods to explore        
accessibility and inclusion of UK-based makerspaces      
including data review, questionnaires, interviews and      
contextual inquiry. It also engages severely sight impaired        
individuals to inform and run a welcome and co-creation         
workshop at a London-based makerspace. Through iterative       
analysis, it provides a holistic view and synthesized        
perspective on the wider social challenges and practical        
barriers in the context of making and disability. Furthermore         
it identifies how sight sight impaired individuals could get         
involved in the community of makers through do-it-together        
approach as well  as independent making. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Maker movement is globally recognized as a culture of          
individuals using a mix of traditional crafts, digital fabrication,         
manual and power tools, software hacking and open        
hardware to innovate, hack, repair and personalize [21]; in         
other words they are united by do-it-yourself (DYI) projects.         
These individuals identify themselves as tinkerers,      
design-enthusiasts, makers and creative hobbyists and      
share  an  ethos of openness and  sharing of skills [11].  

Most visible manifestations of such maker cultures are online         
communities and  shared  physical makerspaces.  

The UK has seen an explosion of makerspaces in the past           
decade. According to Nesta [22], there are close to 100 of           
these in UK, 20 of which are in London. On a global level             
there  are  around 1400  of these  spaces [59]. 

They are recognised by a variety of names such as          
hackerspaces, makerspaces, community workshops, Fab     
Labs, TechShops, Innovation Hubs to  name  a  few.  

It has also been shown that makerspaces play a vital role in            
democratisation of technology and empowerment [2,4, 5,       
19]. They also provide an opportunity to increase access to          
assistive technology through hacking personalized solutions      
yet ironically these spaces are frequently inaccessible and        
disabled people are often excluded from the design process         
[2,  6. 8, 9]. 

Overall makerspaces are community minded and endeavour       
to be available to all, but it is unclear whether this ambition is             
being met in  reality.  

Unfortunately much of the existing work on makerspaces and         
accessibility fall short to validate insights from the        



perspective of the disabled or excluded communities [17].        
Most recent studies recognise this shortcoming and take a         
collaborative approach- Meisner [19] explores     
empowerment from the perspective of people with variety of         
disabilities while Richards [20] explores empowerment of       
older makers through  creative  activities. 

Recently there have also been attempts [60] to provide         
guidelines on how to setup accessible makerspaces, but        
there is no evidence whether any spaces have implemented         
such  guidelines.  

Most surprisingly existing research is heavily focused on        
physical disability and making, completely overlooking      
non-physical needs- those of sight impaired individuals in        
particular.  

Through employing mixed methods and iterative analysis this        
study demonstrates that sight impaired individuals are not        
using makerspaces and identify a number of underlying        
reasons for this and through the lense of co-creation         
workshop will demonstrate how making could empower such        
individuals. 

 

LITERATURE  REVIEW 

Makerspaces- access, accessibility  and inclusion 

In a recent survey of 97 makerspaces across UK Nesta          
identify common types of makerspaces with distinct       
approaches, membership structures and business models.      
These types reflect how these spaces publicly identify        
themselves [22], the role they play in local communities and          
what facilities they provide. To give some examples of the          
prevailing types: 

- Grassroots Hackerspaces: They represent the     
largest user base and are most active within local         
communities.  

- Fab labs: fab labs are part of a standardised and          
franchised global network and adhere to Fab       
Charter [26]. They actively engage in outreach and        
education programmes. Nesta research further     
sub-categorise these into standalone and     
embedded – i.e. fab labs in institutions such as         
universities or non-profits.  

- Civic workspaces: often working with housing      
developments and public services. These spaces      
are of charitable intent with a remit to engage with          
particular social issues and engage specific, often       
excluded, communities. 

 
While Nesta’s dataset provides useful overview of these        
spaces and some commonalities, there is no evidence        

whether said outreach and education programmes,      
engagement with excluded communities and work on social        
issues has actually had any impact on the wider inclusion          
agenda and  those  with accessibility needs. 

Aside from male/female ratio there is no evidence whether         
these spaces are regularly used by older populations or         
those with disabilities. While the summary of findings include         
a line item on accessibility, there is little detail to what access            
and accessibility means in the context of making. They         
suggest that “certain groups are more likely to be         
accommodated than others. Over 80 per cent of        
makerspaces are wheelchair accessible compared to      
approximately half which allow guide dogs”. While this is         
valuable information, it again lacks insight as to whether         
people in need of a wheelchair or a guide dog actually make            
use of these spaces and services or factors should be          
considered to  include these  individuals. 

Similarly, drawing on site-visits of 15 UK-based       
makerspaces, Taylor [17] categorises the role of       
makerspaces as “acting as social spaces; supporting       
wellbeing; serving the needs of the communities they are         
located  in; and  reaching out to  excluded groups”.  

While this is a valuable initial reference point, it falls short to            
validate these insights from the perspective of disabled or         
excluded communities. This is purely because the the study         
only employed representatives of makerspaces, some      
members and one organisation who worked with severely        
disabled individuals speaking of experiences on behalf the        
disabled. Despite the initial focus on the disabled, findings         
and discussion didn’t provide any insight on the needs of          
these individuals in the context of making and made no          
mention  of sight impaired individuals. 

Meisner’s [19] approach complement Taylor’s methodology      
by acknowledging “the risk of making unfounded claims of         
empowerment through making (with empowerment being      
implicitly defined top-down in the researcher’s terms)” by        
exploring empowerment directly from experiences of      
disabled novice  makers.  

This study identified four themes around making experiences        
(Pragmatism and patience; Collaboration for Independence;      
Developing New Abilities; Material Points of Contact ) and         
discussed these based on experiences from series of        
workshops. 

Overall this study serves well as an initial reference point for           
running such initiatives, but lacks sufficient detail on the         
specific challenges to support independent making.      
Furthermore, data excerpts to support the main themes        
appear to heavily rely on the three participants, without vision          



impairments, despite recruiting two (of 5) participants with        
vision  impairments. 

Do-it-yourself Assistive  Technology  (DYI-AT)  

Costly off-the-shelf assistive technology often fails to meet        
the unique, complex and changing needs of individuals using         
it [24, 25] resulting in nearly a third of AT being abandoned            
by its users [24, 32]. In a survey of 227 adults using assistive             
technology Phillips and Zhao identified four factors related to         
abandonment [24]: 

1. How involved the user was in selection. End-users        
are often not fully involved in the process and feel          
they are not being heard. Phillips and Zhao quoted         
a participant saying “Listen to me! I know what         
works for  me” 

2. How easy it was to procure the device. Products         
that are available and easily obtained are often not         
the  most appropriate.  

3. How well the device performed. It’s noteworthy that        
[38] found that previous work suggests that even        
when a useful, affordable assistive technology is       
available, a user may choose not to use it due to           
social  stigma  and  personal identity [30].  

4. Changes over time in the user’s ability (both        
improvement and  decline) 

 

Makerspaces have been shown to be places of innovation [7]          
as well as sites of social empowerment [17], therefore they          
hold potential for disabled people to be able to overcome the           
four reasons for abandonment. This movement towards       
DIT-AT has been explored by the HCI community [2, 6, 8, 9,            
13]. Researchers have argued that digital fabrication tools        
such as 3D printers will provide more access to better          
assistive technology [2, 3, 5, 11, 34, 38]. Further, the          
opportunities of 3D printing offer an opportunity to combat         
the high abandonment rates of assistive technology by        
allowing personalization and  adaptation [38]. 

DYI-AT has the potential to offer highly personalized        
products and gadgets that meet the unique needs of         
individuals at a lower cost than commercial procurement        
routes [6]. Some of the more widely successful and globally          
known DYI-AT include 3D printed prosthetics such as hands         
(Fig 1). While these types of products are widely recognized,          
both academic research [2] and anecdotal evidence [28]        
suggest that simpler objects and adaptations can have a         
great impact on the day-to-day lives of individuals living with          
long-term illness, impairment or disability. These are also        
referred to as low-tech custom-built assistive technology [2].        
To give an example, seemingly insignificant adaptations can        
can help sight-impaired individuals perform daily tasks safely        
like ironing or handling hot water . Other examples include          

devices for assistance dogs, a pen holder to support people          
with limited mobility and a smiley face that stabilises an          
asthma inhaler and makes it easier for users to press during           
an  asthma  attack. 

 

Fig  1: examples of DYI-AT 

In addition simple, low-cost objects with basic electronic        
components also show great value to those living with         
particular impairments such as sight impairment. Schuler et        
al. [29] gives an example of a cane tip for water detection            
which relies on a single circuit and emits vibrations nearing          
water. It allows sight impaired individuals detect water and         
avoid  getting their  feet  wet during a  walk. 

Online  communities  and tools  for  accessible making 

There is now a large pool of resources that have been set up             
to help people in making DYI-AT: Thingiverse [27] is one of           
the most popular open-source design repositories where       
people can freely download, share, discuss and remix 3D         
files [9]; e-nable is a global community that has engaged          
thousands of volunteers around the world to provide        
3D-printed hands to those in need. They also provide online          
tips and video tutorials; 3D-printed DYI-AT has also become         



more popular on social media such as Pinterest [28] and          
YouTube [31].  

Specialised alternative interfaces to support non-expert      
users and makers with limited ability have also been         
developed: easy make oven [4] runs on an interactive         
tabletop and allows users to combine existing physical        
objects and sketches into 3D models for DYI-AT; Nickel and          
Scale is an application that allows users to take         
measurements and resize 3D models quicker and easier        
[36]; VizTouch is an alternative interface that enables sight         
impaired individuals to  build their  own  tactile  graphics. 

Despite validation and acknowledged limitations of such       
tools in the above literature, there is no evidence to suggest           
that these tools have been adapted by the maker community          
and whether such tools truly remove barriers to independent         
making  for  sight impaired individuals. 

Self-designing DYI-AT and aiming to increase levels of        
participation 

Medical-Social-Empowerment 

In research community there’s evidently an increasing focus        
on involving people living with disability in the design         
process. Hurst and Tobias [2] paper on ‘Empowering        
Individuals with Do-it-yourself Assistive Technology’     
published in 2011 was a among the first to explore the           
potential of DYI-AT in the context of existing DYI (maker)          
culture and digital fabrication tools. Through the lense of         
three case studies and interviews the authors demonstrated        
that it is possible not only to custom-build assistive         
technology that is less expensive, and preferred over        
off-the-shelf solution, but most importantly that individuals       
who rely on these technologies had specific ideas on         
modifications that are easily achievable. Additionally, these       
individuals were interested in in learning how to make such          
modifications themselves and be involved in the process of         
making  such  technologies. 

They concluded that the main element of success for DYI-AT          
are building online communities such as Thingiverse as        
places for individuals to create, share, iterate and discuss AT          
designs and highlighted current shortcomings of such sites’        
ability to support novice makers. They were also among the          
first to recognise the potential of Computer Numeric        
Controlled (CNC) tools such as 3D printers and laser cutters          
to provide safer access to making to individuals with limited          
ability including limited dexterity, ability to stand for longer         
periods of time and limited vision. While this study is among           
the first to uncover the potential of making by disabled          
makers due to developments and lower cost of CNC tools,          
they only suggest that these tools were not appropriate         
choice for someone with limited mobility at the time without          

explaining why. In addition, they mention individuals with        
limited vision in relation to these tools but make no further           
mention  of their  needs altogether. 

The work of Hurst & Tobias is referenced in a number of            
consecutive research [4, 6, 9]. Hook et. al [6] explored the           
social and technical barriers that people designing and        
making DYI-AT in the context of children as end-users of          
such technologies. Through semi-structured interviews with      
stakeholders they found that more practical approach based        
on hands-on demonstration and experimentation is needed       
DIY-AT would be required in order to convince more         
individuals to make their own AT. They also suggested that          
rapid prototyping technologies could play an important role in         
supporting the repair of assistive devices not just creating         
and adapting for the unique and changing needs of         
individuals. They also showed that 3D printers could be used          
to repair commercially produced assistive technology when       
simple parts brake, but are difficult to source or become          
unavailable. They suggested that future research should be        
conducted to seek to increase levels of participation in         
making DYI-AT. Yes, again they fail to validate their findings          
from the  perspective of those  in  need  for  DYI-AT. 

Buehler et. al [9] categorised 3D designs published on         
Thingiverse and surveyed designers in order to understand        
their relationship with assistive technology and the motivation        
for creating these designs. They concluded that majority of         
the AT designs published on Thingiverse did not themselves         
have disabilities nor had training in assistive technology. The         
method however falls short to collect enough data to         
confidently suggest why more individuals living with disability        
were not self- designing. Similarly to Hook et. al [6] they also            
raised a participation-related question: “how do we diversify        
DYI-AT designers and create more opportunities for       
designers with disabilities to self-design and become further        
incorporated into the  making  movement?” 

Facilitating more inclusive maker initiatives. From      
do-it-yourself  to do-it-together 

In line with increasing participation and understanding how to         
diversity the community of makers, further work explores        
empowerment and designing with not just for people living         
with disability, impairment, long-term illness or general       
decline of health [8, 19, 20]. This could be defined as a shift             
in mindset, moving away from do-it-yourself to do-it-together        
[37], which resonates with the ethos of sharing and         
openness that  underpins maker culture. 

Rajapakse et. al [8] explore the challenges in bringing         
together different stakeholders with the necessary skill sets        
to design DYI-AT for and with people with disabilities.         
Although one may question the notion of ‘with’ when the          
end-users are essentially underrepresented and the      



perspective of stakeholders, namely DSOs and      
makerspaces, are prioritised. Nevertheless, this study      
provides a small-scale holistic view and demonstrate the        
potential benefits of such  collaborations.  

Since the findings of Rajapakse et. al [8], several maker          
initiatives have not been documented in academic research,        
but have effectively carried out inclusive maker initiatives        
through collaborations. Makerversity in London, for example,       
run maker change hack in collaboration with Barclays [38]         
and Fab lab london partnered with Whizz-kidz [39] to bring          
together professionals and end-users of assistive      
technologies. This demonstrates a positive change, which       
should be systematically documented, observed and learned       
from. 

Inclusive  maker initiatives  and sight impaired  individuals 

Despite the recent increase of research including disabled        
individuals, it is apparent that widening access to everyone         
was still a challenge [17] and the needs of some individuals           
and excluded groups appear to be investigated far more than          
others. 

By reviewing making in the context of inclusion, disability and          
impairment it is evident that there is a plethora of work that is             
focused on physical impairment and DIY-AT, but research        
with sight impaired individuals in the context of making on          
the  whole is greatly underdeveloped.  

While anecdotal evidence suggest that some making       
initiatives [53] have explicitly included sight impaired       
individuals, there is no academic research that provides        
insight on whether makerspaces are setup to accommodate        
people with such needs and if sight impaired individuals are          
at all  making  use  of these  spaces. 

In a recent keynote publication [54] Joshua Miele, who is an           
innovative leader in both the accessible technology and        
blindness communities, said that the “maker movement and        
its characteristic openness and creativity is sowing seeds of         
change for accessibility and inclusion with long-term positive        
implications for sight impaired individuals in education,       
employment, and entertainment” yet “the iconic tools of the         
maker movement and experiential learning – 3D design,        
modeling, and printing remain largely unusable by       
independent blind  makers”. 

This statement underpins the focus of this study as it sets out            
to investigate access and accessibility in the context of         
making. 

3. METHODOLOGY 

Aim and objectives 

The aim of this research is to understand how makerspaces          
can be more accessible to those with accessibility needs and          
in  particular sight impaired individuals. 

There  are  four  core  objectives: 

1) To gain an initial understanding of how different        
makerspaces approach and perceive access and      
accessibility and whether people with accessibility      
needs use  these  spaces. 

2) To identify perceptions, barriers and practical      
challenges for people with accessibility needs from       
the dual perspective of people with these needs and         
those (without these needs) who are active       
members of the  making  community. 

3) To use a do-it-together mindset applied to an        
inclusive maker initiative to co-develop solutions      
with sight impaired individuals. 

4) To develop recommendations to better engage and       
empower individuals with accessibility needs in the       
community of makers. 

Research methods  and analysis approach 

To plan and conduct the study effectively, research was         
carried  out in  four  phases and  applied mixed  methods: 

- PHASE 1  (preliminary discovery): interviews with 
active, long-term members of the  maker community, 
analysis of existing  data on  accessibility of 
makerspaces. 

- PHASE 2: questionnaire, semi-structured  interviews 
and  contextual inquiry with people from  UK-wide 
maker community 

- PHASE 3: in-depth interviews with sight impaired 
individuals 

- PHASE 4: welcome  tour  and  co-creation workshop 
at a  makerspace in  London [41] 

 
The outcomes of each phase informed the consecutive        
culminating in welcome and co-creation workshop to apply        
and  further validate findings  from  PHASES 1  to  3. 

Grounded  theory 

Grounded theory was employed as the overall framework for         
data collection and analysis, while thematic analysis [13] was         
for  coding of the  gathered data.  



The explorative nature of this study required characteristics        
of grounded theory, such as theoretical sampling and        
comparison of concepts and categories had started to        
emerge and collection of additional data as needed, memo         
creation,  and  inductive coding [41].  

Thematic  Analysis 

The use of mixed methods in this study required thematic          
analysis, so that repeated patterns across a diverse data         
data sources and in-between participants, as well as        
semantic and  latent themes could  be  identified [52]. 

Participants 

Due to the dual nature of this study, adults (age 18-72) were            
recruited from two main groups: sight impaired individuals        
and people who run, manage work at makerspaces. The         
secondary group of participants also included members and        
trustees as some of these spaces are fully member-run,         
meaning that no-one is officially working or managing these         
spaces.  

22 people from 20 different makers from the maker         
community (table 1) took part in this study. 11 of those were            
interviewed. The London-based interviews (three) took place       
at makerspaces and  form contextual interviews.  

The makerspaces recruited for the study varied in their         
locations (8 were London-based VS 12 makerspaces across        
England, Wales and Scotland), business practices and       
purpose of making (commercially minded VS hobbyist,       
voluntary tun), and maturity (recently established VS running        
for several years) and overall perceived levels of accessibility         
(not accessible at all  to  ‘accessible to  all’).  

P Nr Makerspace 
location 

Method About participant/space 

MS1 London Q-naire, 
interview 

Educational  setting, 
member of various maker 
networks and initiatives 

MS2 London interview Founder and strategic 
adviser of various labs. 

MS3 Various interview Head of accessibility, 
adviser of various spaces  

MS4:1 London Contextua
l  inquiry 

Workshop technician, 
startup focus.  

MS4:2 London interview Co-founder, startup focus 

MS5 SE England Q-nnaire, 
interview 

Director of a space and 
involved with another space 

MS6 London Q-nnaire 
Contextua
l  inquiry 

Founder of a space, starting 
up as professional  maker 

MS7 NW England Q-nnaire 
interview 
 

Director, community-run 
makerspace 

MS8:1 SW England Q-nnaire 
interview 

Member & Treasurer, runs 
inductions 

MS8:2 SW England Q-naire Member, maker 

MS9 South Wales Q-nnaire 
interview 

Administrator. Space has 
access to tech specialists 

MS10 London Q-nnaire, 
Contextua
l  inquiry 

Director, member-run space 

MS11 WC Scotland Q-nnaire 
interview 

Studio manager. Runs 
workshops and inductions 

MS12 East 
midlands 

Q-nnaire Long time member, trustee 

MS13 unknown Q-nnaire Member, voluntary-run 
space 

MS14 SE England Q-nnaire Founder, space in private 
property 

MS15 NW England Q-nnaire Director 

MS16 SE England Q-nnaire Ex-trustee. Now a member 
of two other  spaces 

MS17 London Q-nnaire Member, not-for-profit open 
workshop 

MS18 S England Q-nnaire Keyholder,  Non-profit 
community space and 
workshop  

MS19 London Q-nnaire Works under open-access 
membership scheme 

MS20 London Q-nnaire Member, regularly works 
from the space 

Table 1: Participants from makerspaces.  

Please note Q-nnaire abbreviation is used for ‘questionnaire’ and         
‘interview’ represents interview conducted both via phone and online         
meeting. 

Five sight impaired individuals were recruited for       
semi-structured interviews and for the workshop (Table 2);        
median age with youngest participant being 22 and oldest         
being 72 years old; female to male ratio of two to 5; all were              
registered severely-sight impaired (blind); one participant      



was born severely-sight impaired, one had lost sight less         
than 5 years ago and two had lost sight more than five years             
ago, but were  not born  sight impaired.  

Four were on the more confident spectrum and living active,          
independent lives. One participant would be considered less        
confident, with travelling and  navigating in  particular.  

One (VIP2) was unable to attend the workshop, but was          
interviewed. 

P Nr Age Gender Brief background information 

VIP1 27 Male Registered severely sight-impaired 
(blind). Light perception only. 
Uses a long cane. Lives alone. 
Unemployed, actively seeking 
employment 

VIP2 26 Female **interview only** 
Registered severely sight-impaired 
(blind).  
Was born sight impaired. Some 
residual  vision. 
Uses a long cane.Lives with family. 
Unemployed, actively seeking 
employment, volunteering 

VIP3 29 Male Registered severely sight-impaired 
(blind). Was born sight impaired. 
Some residual  vision. 
Uses a long cane. Lives with family. 
Unemployed, actively seeking 
employment, volunteering 

VIP4 72 Male Registered severely-sight impaired 
(blind). Lost sight over 40 years 
ago. 
Uses a long cane. Lives alone. 
Retired, volunteering 

VIP5 22 Female Registered severely-sight impaired 
(blind). Lost sight about 4 years 
ago. 
Doesn’t use a cane. Lives with 
family. 
Recently employed. 

Table 2: participants - sight impaired individuals 

Ethics,  data  protection and risk 

The  study was approved by UCLIC Ethics Chair and 
operated under  the  project ID  number: 
UCLIC/1617/018/MSc Holloway/Bandukda. 

Two different information sheets and two consent forms        
(appendix 1) were employed based on participant group and         
activity type. 

Participants received information about the study along with        
a copy of consent form 24 hours prior the activities so that            
participants had time to read these and note questions. This          
was particularly important for  sight impaired individuals. 

The researcher also used a contributor's agreement       
(appendix 1) to ensure ethical considerations are maintained        
when external contributors are exposed to participants and        
data. This included agreement to not use personal devices         
during the workshop, to not publish reflections or other         
articles without written permission from UCL and to maintain         
participant anonymity at all  times outside  the  workshop. 

A standard UCL risk assessment was employed in the         
context. Liability, safety and emergency procedures were       
pre-agreed between researcher and  contributors. 

RESEARCH  PHASE 1: preliminary  discovery 

Preliminary  conversations  and data  review to inform 

further  work 

Three interviews (participants MS1, MS2 and MS3) were        
carried with active members of the community of makers to          
explore and shape phase 2. While overarching research        
question and research objectives were defined at this stage,         
the analysis of these conversations allowed the researcher to         
form further questions and uncover significantly useful data        
set [22] in the context of UK makerspaces, which included a           
line-item on accessibility and was also used to recruit         
participants for  interviews. 

Together PHASE 1 informed study direction and further        
confirmed the value of focusing on sight impaired individuals         
as the chosen set of subset of disabled population in addition           
to  evidence (or lack of) in  existing  literature. 

RESEARCH PHASE 2: questionnaire and     
semi-structured interviews with people from UK-wide      
maker community 

Questionnaire 

To gain access to the maker community, a questionnaire         
was sent out to all UK makerspaces listed on Nesta’s open           
data set [22]. It was also circulated on social media groups           
and other relevant online communities such as       
hackerspaces.org , facebook, LinkedIn and twitter including       
makerAssemblyUK and hackerspacesBot. Some were also      
approached directly through their websites and wiki forums.        
Largest proportion of responses were collected after sending        
out a mass reminder and approaching spaces individually on         
social  media. 

London spaces with digital fabrication tools listed on        
openworkshopnetwork.net were also followed up with      



individually. 18 responses were collected, 13 respondents       
opted in  for  an  interview. 

This questionnaire consisted of 10 questions (table 3).        
Respondents were asked for the name and location of the          
makerspace. It also included a call for further participation in          
the form of an interview (Q10), in which case participants          
were asked for their contact details and how they are          
involved with the  space. 

Most questions also included a comment section to collect         
qualitative data in case respondents opted out of an         
interview.  

The questionnaire also included questions to allow       
continuously select variety of participants for interviews. To        
illustrate, when project begun, the researcher had some idea         
of the phenomenon being studied, in this case makerspaces,         
access and accessibility. Based on this knowledge a wider         
group of participants (i.e people from makerspaces) were        
selected for research, but as the study progressed, more         
responses were collected from wider variety of spaces in         
parallel of interviews already being conducted. As more        
participants opted in, data from questionnaires was used to         
select spaces in order to effectively validate emerging        
findings and maximise the potential to uncover similarities        
and  differences based  on  variety of conditions such  as: 

- Type  of space,e.g,  member-run  hackerspace vs 
FabLab,  Community workshop 

- Main  groups of makers and  purpose of making, e.g, 
hobbyist-led vs commercial/business interest. 

- Geographical spread: london and  non-london based  
- Successful  vs no  engagement of people with 

accessibility needs 
- Existing  collaborations/outreach events vs no  active 

engagement 
- Perceived overall  accessibility (least/most) 
- Range of perceived  challenges 

 
 

Q nr Question Answer 
type 

Q1 What is the name of the makerspace? open-ended 

Q2 What is the address of the makerspace 
(city and postcode)? 

open-ended 

Q3 How would you describe the main group of 
people using this space?  

open-ended 

Q4 Do you keep a record of members and/or 
visitors 

Yes, no, 
comments 

Q4 Do you keep a record of members and/or 
visitors? 

yes, no, 
comments 

Q5 Do people with disability/accessibility needs 
use this makerspace?  
Comments field: Do you keep a record or is 
it an informal  observation? 

yes, no, not 
sure, 
comments 

Q6 Are there digital  fabrication tools available 
(such as 3D printers, lasercut)? 

yes, no, 
comments 

Q7 To your knowledge are there any 
workshops, events or outreach programs 
that are aimed at people with accessibility 
needs? 
Comments field: If you answered 'Yes', 
could you briefly describe these? 

yes, no, 
comments 

Q8 In your opinion, what are the main 
challenges with creating and running 
Makerspaces that are accessible? 

open-ended 

Q9 Overall  how accessible do you feel  the 
space is? 

scale 1-10  

Q10 Would you have 30-40 minutes to talk to us 
in more detail  in the coming weeks?  

yes/no 

Table  3: questionnaire questions for  makerspaces 

Interview design-  makerspaces 

A semi-structured interview script was used (Appendix 2)        
and the conversation was divided in main stages such as          
consent, introduction, about the space- setup and history,        
new members, data about visitors/members, assistive      
technology and outreach/collaborations and debrief. Where      
remarks about accessibility, access and in particular sight        
impaired individuals were not mentioned in the conversation        
naturally, the researcher used open-ended probing questions       
such  as: 

- How  would you  do  this  [induction] with 
sight-impaired individuals? 

In line with grounded theory recordings and notes were         
reviewed immediately after interview in order to direct the         
next interview/observation. This meant refining previously      
asked questions or asking new questions as previously        
unidentified concepts emerged [51]. 

When interviewing participants who had filled in the        
questionnaire, researcher at times primed participants with       
data from comments and probed in more detail. Depending         
on location of the makerspace, participants were interviewed        
in-person (contextual inquiry) or online using video       
conferencing tool  gotomeeting [42]. 

Online interviews took between 30-40 minutes while       
contextual inquiry typically took 40-60 minutes. For       



contextual inquiry after a brief conversation about the space         
and its history, the researcher asked for a welcome tour. The           
majority of participants for contextual inquiry had provided        
welcome  tours and  inductions to  3D  printing.  

Planning phase  4  during  phase  2 

In parallel to ongoing recruitment and interviewing, a        
workshop plan was put in place (phase 4). This meant          
several meetings and observations at a makerspace in        
central London to secure a workshop date, discuss initial         
plan and needed support. Discussion and planning topics        
included: 

- Proposed timeline  and  activities 
- Space  requirements 
- Staff confidence working  with sight impaired 

individuals 
- Risks, emergencies and  liability 
- Facilitation assistance 
- Access for  guide-dogs and  carers/sighted guides  

RESEARCH PHASE 3: in-depth interviews with sight       
impaired  individuals 

Planning the study with empathy and accessibility in        

mind 

The researcher had no previous experience interacting and        
more importantly running research with sight impaired       
individuals. To gain some insight on day-to-day lives and         
challenges of sight impaired individuals the author reviewed        
various resources and best practice guides. Some of the         
more  useful  resources included: 

- RNIB website, in particular the RNIB Connect [48]        
and  practical  help  [47] 

- Inclusion london factsheet: key facts and      
information on inequalities experienced by Deaf and       
Disabled people [49] 

- A Guide to working with People with a Visual         
Impairment by BID  Services [50] 

Not only these provided useful information, accepted       
terminology and statistics, but most importantly included       
qualitative data such as comments, online discussions,       
quotes and  videos. 

The output from this research was two personas (Fig 7 and           
Fig 8) that helped early planning. Please note these are          
hypothetical individuals and images were obtained from       
dreamstime  stock photos under royalty-free  licence [58]. 

 

 

 

 

 

ALICE BERGMANN 
67  years old, registered blind. 
Has been  blind for  about 8 
years. Has some  residual 
vision. Lives alone, but her 
family visits a  lot. She  enjoys 
cooking and  spending time  with 
her granddaughters.  

Learned braille a  few  years 
ago. Has an  iPhone and 
bump-ons on  washing 
machine. Doesn’t really 
depend on  gadgets. 

“I like  getting out, but most days it’s difficult. There’s a  lot of 
roadwork around and  so  many different restaurants; most of 
them  have  A-boards. I always walk right into them” 

Fig  7: first persona  

JACK  SHEAN 
28 years old, registered blind.     
Was born with cataracts, vision     
deteriorated over the years.    
Enjoys shopping, staying active    
and going on holidays. Lives     
alone, but his mom and brother      
live  nearby.  

Loves trying new apps that     
help getting around and    
connect with others.  

 
“I just get on with my life. It’s sometimes frustrating that           
sighted people avoid me, because I’m blind. I quite like to           
tease people if they ask me questions like having a really           
great smell.” 

Fig  8: second  persona 

Recruitment and eligibility-  sight impaired  individuals  

To engage sight impaired individuals local charities such as         
Royal National Institute for the Blind (RNIB) and tech4good         
community member were approached. The most fruitful       
recruitment method turned out to be direct contact via         
Wayfindr [44]. All had been previously interested or taken         
part in  user research  and  testing.  



A call for participation (appendix 1) was used to explain          
required activities, eligibility and incentive. A £40 Amazon        
voucher was offered for both interview and workshop. £20         
Amazon voucher was offered in case participants were        
unable to  attend the  workshop. 

An accessible screener and background questionnaire was       
used (appendix 3) to determine eligibility, collect basic        
information about participants and confirm initial interest in        
research. 

Three popular tools were considered for this task: Google         
forms, Typeform and Survey Monkey. Author carried out        
brief review to select the most accessible tool. Based on          
social media conversations [45] and a direct response from         
customer support Typeform ranked as least accessible.       
Google forms accessibility [46] was mostly accessible where        
some functionality was ‘supported with exceptions’. Survey       
Monkey was found compliant with Section 508 standards of         
United States federal law [43] and was therefore selected for          
the  work. 

While this study aimed to understand the wider access and          
accessibility challenges, due to time constraints, deafBlind       
and individuals with a combination of severe disabilities were         
not eligible for the study. This was designed as a question           
after consulting primary set of harmonised concepts and        
questions on long-lasting Health Conditions and Illnesses;       
Impairments and Disability [40]. Two examples (Fig 9 and         
Fig 10) of these questions are shown below, full screener          
questionnaire available in  appendix 3. 

Q5: In addition to sight impairment, do you have substantial          
difficulties with any of the following areas in your daily life           
(select all  that  apply)? 

Moving: mobility-moving about 
Speech: communication 
Lifting: lifting, carrying  or moving  objects 
Hands: manual dexterity, using your hands to carry        
out everyday tasks 
Learning: memory or ability to concentrate, learn or        
understand 
Danger : recognising when you are in physical        
danger 
Balance: your physical  co-ordination (eg, balance) 
Bladder: continence (bladder and  bowel control) 
None  of the  above 
Prefer not to  say 
Other  (please specify) 

 
Fig 9: particitpant screener and background questionnaire       
example 
 

 

Q6: Which of the following statements do you identify with          
(select all  that  apply)?  

I am sight impaired 
I am severely sight impaired (blind) 
I am DeafBlind 
I use  a  long  case 
I use  a  symbol  cane 
I use  a  wheelchair 
Other  (please specify) 

 
Fig 10: participant screener and background questionnaire       
example 

Disqualifying factors: severe disability, DeafBlind, under 18       
or older than  75, living  outside  London. 

Interview design-  sight impaired  individuals 

The aim of these interviews were to get to know the           
participants better and understand their needs, interests and        
attitude towards making. This  informed  workshop activities. 

A semi-structured interview script was used (Appendix 2).        
The researcher had divided the conversation in main stages         
such as consent, introduction, about, daily life, challenges        
and annoyances, word association, workshop preferences      
and  debrief.  

Although some specific questions were prepared, these were        
mostly used as fallback. The researcher used open-ended        
questions and let participants lead. This allowed to minimise         
bias and elicit long, descriptive answers and gain rich insight          
into participants’ experiences. Where necessary, data from       
the screener and background questionnaire was used to help         
with the  conversation.  

Interviews also included a more structured section, where        
the researcher used word association to understand whether        
participants had previously heard of makerspaces, 3D       
printing and do-it-yourself assistive technology (stimulus      
words). This turned out to generate unexpected conversation        
and insight which would have otherwise might have been         
missed. The researcher took great care to elicit honest         
responses and  minimise  bias. To  give  an  example,  

“Researcher:  
I’ll now give you three words and I’d like you tell me if you              
have heard of these before. If you have, please tell me in            
what context and if you haven’t that’s absolutely fine, but tell           
me what comes to mind. Remember, this is not a test and            
there’s no  right or wrong” 



After associations and some discussion, researcher      
proceeded to briefly describe makerspaces, including      
similarities and differences. Participants were asked to       
describe how they felt about this space and summarise what          
they  think  these  spaces were  for.  

STUDY PHASE 4: WELCOME  TOUR  AND  CO-CREATION 
WORKSHOP  

During phase 2, the researcher had engaged with a         
makerkspace in central London and secured a date for the          
workshop. The main purpose of this workshop was to bring          
people together and introduce them to the space and         
understand how they felt in the space and how they might or            
might not make use of similar spaces. It was also important           
to understand how people from the space would approach         
and feel about the task. Finally, the intent was to gather           
feedback from both sight-impaired individuals and staff of the         
makerspace and also observe how others present in the         
space working on their projects react to visibly sight impaired          
individuals as interviews revealed that ‘attitude, stigma and        
lack of knowledge of others’ is often a challenge for sight           
impaired individuals while getting on with their daily lives and          
more  so  become  confident members of any community. 

Planning, managing group dynamics and staying bias       

aware 

The researcher recognised early that assistance will be        
required to accommodate the group and gather good quality         
data while the researcher acts mainly as a facilitator and an           
observer. 

There were four contributors (all were never present at the          
same time to ensure balance between facilitators and        
participants).  

- C1: Workshop assistant- an industrial design      
graduate who had previous experience running      
creative activities with elderly blind individuals and       
working knowledge of 3D  printing. 

- C2: Makerspace employee who is responsible for       
programmes and  special projects 

- C3: Makerspace workshop/technical expert, who     
runs inductions, tours and  maintains equipment 

- C4: A silent observer- representative from the       
Centre  of Accessible Environments  

The use of contributors aligns with grounded theory        
principles. As Corbin and Strauss puts it “A grounded theorist          
need not work alone. For many who use the grounded theory           
approach, an important part of research is testing concepts         
and their relationships with those experience in the same         
area [51].” In this case engaging someone with experience         
running similar workshops and professionals from Centre for        

Accessible Environments allowed the researcher to develop       
richer insight and  minimise  researcher bias.  

The researcher prepared a workshop plan to inform        
contributors about the day and provided brief information        
about participants. All signed a contributor's agreement       
(appendix 1) to ensure ethical considerations are maintained.        
This included agreement to not use personal devices during         
the workshop, to not publish reflections or other articles         
without written permission from UCL and to maintain        
participant anonymity at all  times outside  the  workshop. 

The workshop plan (appendix 5) included a timeline,        
activities and some tips on mindful interaction with sight         
impaired individuals based on best practice and insight from         
interviews, for  example: 

- don’t assume  they  want or need  your help 

- don’t assume they want to use a lift, ask them. As           
someone said “There’s nothing wrong with our legs,        
we  can  walk. Let us choose” 

- don’t grab them, they hold onto you- your elbow         
ideally so that you are always slightly ahead of them          
and they can feel you slowing down, being higher or          
lower than them, but this might also be little bit          
different for  everyone. 

- do warn them of kerbs, steps, doors and A boards.          
Plus tell  them  if steps are  going to  be  up  or down. 

- if you are pointing or referring to something,        
describe where it is from them as explicitly as you          
can  (e.g., left, right).  

- don’t say things like ‘go straight’ (close your eyes         
and  go  straight, you’ll  see  why) 

It also  included further reading from  official  sources [47,  48]. 

Interviews had revealed interests, experiences and personal       
characteristics of sight impaired individuals which helped the        
researcher plan  the  workshop and  balance group  dynamics. 

Brief information about participants was also included in the         
workshop plan for contributors and complemented with       
quotes from interviews on makerspaces, 3D and creative        
activities. 

This information was shared to help contributors interact with         
participants empathetically and adjust welcome and touring       
activities accordingly. 

All participants and contributors had consented to that audio,         
video and notes will be taken during the session. Video was           



recorded during all activities. Both the research and the         
workshop assistant took  notes throughout the  workshop. 

The workshop assistant (C3) was given a dedicated        
notebook and indicative instructions on what the researcher        
would find  most useful  such  as: 

- behaviours and body language of participants,      
describe it 

- are  people asking  questions? Take  a  note of those 
- make sure we can tell which participant and roughly         

when  it happened/was said. 
- note verbatim quotes 
- if you note or observe something really substantial,        

try to take note of time. One way of doing this is to             
start a timer on your phone as soon as I start           
recording video/audio. 

- when we are in the space, pay attention how other          
people around us act, are they stareing, doing their         
work as nothing was going on? 

 

Workshop  structure 

The workshop was set to start at 10am and take a total of 3.5              
hours. Extra time was allocated between activities to allow         
for  lateness, moving  around and  discussion. 

- facilitators and  observers onsite  to  set up 
- meet participants at the nearest tube station and        

walk to the makerspace together. Act as sighted        
guides. 

- Workshop overview and how we got here (MSc so         
far) 

- Introductions -  who’s in  the  room 
- Welcome  to  the  space, history and  what it’s about 
- Introduction to  tactile  map  and  walk-through 
- Break 
- Touring  and  talking 
- Break 
- Creative activities (brainstorming,   

sketching/drawing, prototyping)  
- Show  and  tell 
- Debrief and  feedback questionnaire 

Introductions 

Once arrived at the makerspace and seated, the researcher         
welcomed everyone, briefly reviewed the work done so far         
and explained the plan for the day. Participants were         
encouraged to introduce themselves and reminding      
everyone that they can say as ‘as much or as little as they             
wanted to’.  

Welcome  to the  makerspace 

A staff member from the makerspace (C2) introduced the         
space to participants, providing a brief history and purpose.         
Participants were encouraged to ask questions and       
reminded of extra  allocated time  for  discussion. 

An add-hoc tactile floor plan was used to help participants          
gauge the  physical space  (Fig  11). 

 
Fig  11- participants using  the  tactile  floor  plan 

Touring  and talking at the  makerspace 

For this stage a workshop technician joined the group and          
after briefly introducing himself, together we went on to         
explore the space. The researcher decided to keep        
interference to minimum in order to re-create a more real-life          
setting  and  improve  validity of findings.  

The choice of rooms to be explore was pre-agreed with          
workshop technician based on insight from interviews. Digital        
room (Fig 12) in close proximity to textiles room, 3D printers           
and the main woodworking areas was selected for the tour          
based  on  the  following  factors: 

- Overall study interest in digital fabrication and 3D        
printing 

- Interest and previous experience towards specific      
activities/techology expressed by sight impaired     
individuals during interviews 

 

 
Fig  12  - participants being introduced to  digital fabrication 

During visits to the respective rooms, the researcher only         
intervened in order to elicit feedback or request samples of          



materials and products being discussed so that there was a          
more tactile interaction. To illustrate, the workshop technician        
introduced the participants to blue foam and laser cutting so          
examples of materials and samples were passed around to         
participants. Staff replicated this when discussing 3D printers        
by passing around filament and demonstrating 3D-printed       
objects such as a large key and corner furniture connector.          
Participants we also invited to briefly interact with 3D printer          
controls (Fig  13). 

 

Fig  13  -  Participants being introduced to  3D  printing 

Creative and making activities 

After touring, there were three hands-on activities. It started         
with a an open discussion and brainstorming session- talking         
through some annoyances and challenges in day-to-day       
lives. The researcher was facilitating this and simultaneously        
creating  a  mind  map  (Fig  14).  

To keep the activity more focused, the activity was         
introduced as challenges and annoyances related to indoors,        
personal space and day-to-day activities such as cooking        
and cleaning. Participants were gently reminded about the        
focus throughout the session also repeatedly reminded that        
no  idea  is a  bad  idea. 

 
Fig   14- mind  map  of annoyances/challenges 

The researcher then reviewed main themes from the        
discussion and asked participants to draw ideas and things         
using paper, sharpies and pencils (Fig 15). Some people         
used stencils or common objects they had on them such as           
coins and  hair comb. 

 

Fig  15- participants drawing 

The drawing activity was followed by making the drawings         
into objects using clay and play dough. This followed one of           
typical ways of producing a model in preparation for 3D          
scanning and  rapid  prototyping. 

Show and tell and debrief 

Participants were first invited to introduce their ideas after the          
drawing activity. Once participants had selected and made        
an object, the researcher invited each participant to describe         
the object they had created and pass it around the room for            
others to  feel.  



To balance the group input, show and tells were started in           
reverse  order.  

Once the show tell was completed, the participants were         
briefly thanked and reminded about the project and data.         
They were also informed about incentive and the feedback         
questionnaire. 

Feedback  questionnaire 

At the end of the workshop author collected feedback via a           
questionnaire that was emailed to participants 2 hours after         
the workshop. It consisted of 10, mostly qualitative        
questions.  

Full questionnaire and summary of responses can be found         
in  appendix 4. 

Before the end of the workshop, the researcher also invited          
participants to be as honest as possible and stressed the          
importance of highlighting both positive and negative       
experiences from the day. Participants were also reminded        
of anonymity and not being required to include their name          
when submitting the questionnaire in hope to elicit more         
honest feedback. 

They were asked to fill in the questionnaire as soon as           
possible to minimise recall error. To further address this, all          
participants were emailed a descriptive day recap of        
‘activities and people in the room’ before giving access to the           
questionnaire. 

This was particularly important for one of the participants,         
who had included a statement concerning memory as follows         
“ Difficulty in visiting unfamiliar places, concerned about        
safety, memory,” in the screener and background       
questionnaire. 

The author considered alternative methods for feedback       
such as exit interviews, group discussion, but these were         
abandoned in  favour to  the  questionnaire due  to: 

- Time pressure: sight impaired individuals often feel       
pressured and need more time to read through        
documents and questionnaires. Three of four      
participants had also expressed a preference to fill        
the  questionnaire in  their  own  time. 

- Cognitive fatigue: participants had already     
participated in more than three hours-worth of       
activities. Many of these were new and all required         
active  listening and  participation.  

- Conformity: amongst the participants there were      
those who were naturally more quite and those who         
were far more vocal and confident, which would        
introduce further challenges to  quality feedback. 

- Participation burden and time constraints:     
Participants had already filled in a screener and        
background questionnaire, had had an interview,      
travelled and taken part in the workshops. The        
researcher felt the available incentives did not       
suffice required participation effort for an additional       
interview. Furthermore, additional interviews would     
affect would have decreased dramatically should      
individual exit interviews been  conducted. 

 
Finally, group voting using the traffic light system was         
considered, but this would have omitted qualitative feedback        
altogether and  introduce additional practical  challenges. 

Notes were taken by the researcher, the workshop assistant         
(C1) to record informal feedback during and in-between        
activities. 

Other contributors (C2, C3, and C4) were also asked for          
feedback before  and  after the  workshop. 

 4. ANALYSIS 

In line with Grounded Theory an iterative approach to data          
gathering and analysis was employed. Inductive thematic       
analysis for data coding was employed. Both semantic and         
latent themes identified. 

Interviews were briefly analysed immediately after the       
sessions or as a batch at the end of working days in cases             
where  sessions were  booked closer together.  

Similarly, responses collected from the UK makerspaces       
questionnaire (see section NN) were reviewed as and when         
new responses or were submitted or in small batches (this          
was possible due to mail notification feature enabled in         
Survey Monkey standard  paid  price  plan).  

An outline of a typical data collection and analysis day is           
shown  in  table  5.  

9am Review memos and already 
collected data for upcoming 
interviews 

10am  Interview 1 

11am Interview 2 

12pm or 
1pm 

Interview 3 

lunch 

2pm  Transcribing, analysis, memos 

 



Table  5: Outline  of a  typical  data collection and  analysis day 

The researcher also reserved a day (typically a friday every          
week) for a more in-depth analysis and transcribing overflow         
for days where more time was needed for sense-making         
(typically after contextual inquiry). 

Constant revision of data was used to ensure variations on          
recruited makerspaces and in order to continuously compare        
concepts and insights that had begun to emerge. In practice,          
this was done by coding data in Nvivo, making use of Nodes            
(representative of themes) and Cases (representative of       
participants grouped as makerspaces-interviews,    
makerspaces questionnaire respondents, sight impaired     
individuals and  contributors). 

This resulted roughly in 5 stages of data collection and          
analysis, including final thematic analysis. An overview of        
corresponding data collection and  analysis stages: 

Data  collection and analysis stage  one: 

3 interviews with people involved with maker community        
long-term (MS3, MS2, MS3). This resulted in some main         
concepts and raised a number of paramount questions such         
as: 

- What  does accessibility mean  in  the  context of 
making  and  makerspaces? Are  the  challenges 
mostly physical?  

- What  needs are/are  not accommodated 
(range/severity of disability) 

- Is  there  formal  data available about 
members/accessibility considerations at 
makerspaces? 

From these conversations a significant data set which        
included accessibility line  item was identified and  analysed. 

Accessibility line items from Nesta open data set [22] and          
interviews was coded in Nvivo and resulted in 174 codes and           
21 themes. An affinity diagram based on summary of         
findings from Nesta research was also created to map out          
wider context and terminology related to accessible making        
(Fig  16) 

Data  collection and analysis stage  two 

The output from this stage was a questionnaire focused on          
accessibility. 10 responses were collected and coded in        
Nvivo.  These  informed  semi-structured  interview script. 

Data  collection analysis stage  three 

Two contextual interviews in central London and outskirts        
with makerspaces. One phone interview and a phone        
interview with one  sight impaired individual. 

A questionnaire reminder and follow was also done at this          
stage  and  resulted  in  additional eight responses. 

Data  collection and analysis stage  four 

Four phone interviews and one contextual inquiry in London         
with makerspaces. Four interviews with sight impaired       
individuals (two  in-person, three  via  phone). 

Data  collection and analysis stage  five 

Workshop and feedback from participants and contributors.       
An additional interview with a non London-centric       
makerspace. 

Final coding and review, revising- a total of 77 codes          
(nodes) were identified during the initial coding. These were         
then revised- some were merged and discarded due to lack          
of data density or dissemination across participants (cases).  

 
  



 

Fig 16 - affinity diagram mapping findings from Nesta         
research 

Extracted examples and snapshots of analysis in-progress       
can be found in appendix 4, anonymised ‘raw data’ can be           
provided on  request via  official  UCL  channels. 

5. FINDINGS  AND  DISCUSSION 

Makerspaces are seldom used by people with       
accessibility  needs  on a  regular basis 

The overarching research question for this study implies an         
assumption that sight impaired individuals are not active        
members of the maker community. The findings from this         
study support and validate that assumption and identify a         
number of underlying reasons for this. These span from the          
wider context and underlying social challenges to practical        
challenges with the way these spaces are laid out,         
shortcomings of tools available in these spaces and        
insurance concerns. 

This section will describe and discuss these findings and         
provide snippets of data to illustrate these. A proportion of          
findings and recommendations will be specific to sight        

impaired individuals, but much of those will apply to the wider           
ecosystem of inclusion.  

Reasons for non-use and factors that contribute to less         
inclusive  maker communities 

Maturity and type of space- a factor with a flow on effect            

on overall  accessibility  and inclusion 

While it is not possible to strictly divide makerspaces in neat           
types, those that are newer, smaller and voluntary        
/member-run (officially known as hackerspaces) will typically       
have less funding, evolving procedures, mostly      
personal/hobbyist purpose of making as well little experience        
or interest to confidently deal with accessibility let alone         
implement a  wider inclusion agenda.  

“No one can afford to pay for the space or staff let alone             
make them accessible for disabled people. Most support is         
words not cash.”- MS13 

“Energy, budget, organisation, all in short supply in a         
member-run organisation with no  external  funding.”- MS8-1 

“We run it as a cooperative so there is no one in charge of              
strategic planning or accessibility. We find it hard to just          
make sure the place is kept hygienic. We also have no           
money so we would like to invest in new tools which allow            
people with disabilities to access the space but don't have          
the  funds  to  do  so.”-MS20 

It is however not only the small, recently established and          
voluntary-run spaces that are not regularly used by people         
with disabilities and certainly not by sight impaired        
individuals. Non-use holds true even for spaces which are         
well funded, set up with accessibility in mind, has access to           
staff and budget (typically well established, commercially       
minded makerspaces or those officially registered as       
FabLabs). 

“We are setup to expect everybody, but not sure why it’s not            
happening. We find actually that the biggest challenge is our          
inclusion agenda.”-MS5 

“We operate on good will rather than budget and profit. It’s           
really hard to find the time to understand what it is that you             
can do and then implement it. I haven’t found anything that           
tells me what I should do. What are the five things that you             
could do that’s under a £100 and could make a big difference            
for  someone”-MS4 

Awareness and reach of new members and excluded        

groups 

A paramount barrier not only for sight impaired individuals,         
but generally more diverse groups of people to become         



actively involved in making is reach and perception of what          
these  spaces are  and  who  they  are  for.  

During preliminary discovery it was suggested that “these        
spaces are ambiguous and quite intimidating. They are still         
quite new and niche. It is often not clear what you might find             
there, who would be there [..] These spaces should be used           
by anyone or anything, but in way they reach people doesn’t           
really fully  represent that  ambition” -  MS1 

This theme re-occurred during questionnaires; and      
interviews with makerspaces and sight impaired individuals.       
All sight impaired participants had not previously heard of         
makerspaces, two participants said they had heard of a         
community workshop before, but did not have experience        
visiting  and  struggled to  express what these  were  for.  

“I haven’t heard of it [makerspace]. It sounds like something          
to create, to create art, things .. socialise? To enjoy some           
activities, fun ummm.. Meet other people and get some new          
experience. It’s  a  mystery. Do  they  have  a  website?”-VIP1 

No, I haven’t heard of it [makerspace], but have heard of           
community workshops somewhere. It sounds like something       
about working  together, hmm” -VIP5 

Members of the makerspace community recognised that       
reaching out and getting people involved is challenging in         
general, but it is particularly difficult to engage more diverse          
groups. Majority of spaces don’t actively target new        
members let alone reach out to minorities or excluded         
groups. Engagement is mainly reactive- members seek out        
the space. This happens mostly through word of mouth and          
existing online networks for makers such as openworkshop        
network and hackspace foundation. Most have some social        
media presence and run meetups. Some spaces leave flyers         
in the local libraries and areas of high traffic such as train            
stations, but not regularly. This often results in self-selective         
communities and  add-hoc approach to  inclusion.  

“The biggest challenge is getting people interested, getting        
them  to  come  in, sort of community awareness”- MS6 

“People find out about us if they know that they are looking            
for a space. Mostly it’s word of mouth though. We actually           
have quite a lot of creatives around in the area, but we know             
that the local community don’t actually know what we do. We           
don’t have members with accessibility needs. We are open         
to everyone, but would take a reactive approach. We would          
take a lead from the individual and try to do everything we            
can  to  accommodate them.”-MS10 

Perceptions and attitude towards disability and sight       

impairment  in the  context of  making 

Disability and  accessibility is associated with physical  needs 

Accessibility is immediately associated with physical      
disability, particularly those who need wheelchair access.       
The needs of sight impaired individuals have been therefore         
unintentionally overlooked by those involved in the       
community of makers and  even  researchers.  

Nesta [22] research included a line item on accessibility, but          
failed to provide sufficient detail to draw insight on overall          
make-up of these communities, the representation of       
disabled makers and those who are sight impaired in         
particular. While a question was included on the policy of          
guide dogs, none of the 97 respondents had included any          
information specific to the needs of sight impaired        
individuals. Comments about accessibility revolved     
overwhelmingly around wheelchair access and only a small        
number of respondents mentioned other aspects such as        
lacking a hearing loop or comments related to mental health.          
Similarly, all 18 questionnaire responses collected during this        
study did not mention sight impairment, low vision or blind          
individuals in  relation to  access and  accessibility. 

“There have been people with physical disabilities and        
people that I could only guess were in the neurodiverse          
spectrum. Some  have  mentioned in  passing dyslexia” 

“The space isn't wheelchair accessible and is difficult to         
access for people with mobility issues. I haven't ever seen a           
person using mobility aids in the space. People may have          
invisible disabilities that I am not aware of. We don't keep a            
record of member disabilities or request this information at         
any point.” 

This was further validated via interviews with makerspaces.        
None of the interviewees mentioned sight impairment       
naturally and were quick to reply that they had not thought of            
it when probed. When asked how and induction to the space,           
particular tool or an existing workshop may be run with such           
individuals most suggested that it would be difficult, but not          
impossible and became more interested the more they        
verbalised such  possibility. 

“To be asked the question [how would run an induction with           
someone who is blind?] is an eye-opener. Yeah, I’ve never          
even  thought  of that”  -MS10 

“It would depend on how impaired their sight is. That’s          
interesting, I’ve  never even  thought  of that”-MS4:1 

“It would depend on the severity- running an induction with          
completely blind people would be more challenging. I’ve        
worked in care homes so my knowledge and patience is          



more than maybe somebody else would have. It would take          
a bit more thought and agreement on how we would do           
things and how we’d work around that. Probably would have          
to be smaller groups so that we can give more one-to-one           
support”. -MS5 

Interestingly, after the word association and description of        
makerspaces, sight impaired individuals also suggested that       
sight impaired individuals are  typically overlooked. 

“I’m thinking ooh, that’s not going to be accessible         
[makerspace]. These types of environments usually don’t       
cater for people with different needs, especially visual        
impairments.”-VIP2 

This also aligns with Nesta’s finding that “many makerspaces         
also endeavour to be accessible, although certain groups are         
more  likely to  be  accommodated than  others”[22] . 

The concepts of democratisation and making altogether       
should therefore be revisited from the perspective of sight         
impaired individuals, actively including these individuals in       
the process. The research and design communities should        
lead the way and re-define what inclusive making and         
democratisation really means while ensuring certain groups       
are  not overlooked.  

Lack of knowledge and misperceptions towards those who        
are  sight impaired 

The data from this study suggested that those in maker          
community lack knowledge and confidence when it comes to         
dealing with accessibility in general and covering variety of         
needs. While is it widely acknowledged that making should         
be accessible to everyone, those involved in setting up and          
running makerspaces are often not sure where to start and          
end up feeling overwhelmed and overestimating what       
making adjustments would mean for them in terms of time,          
effort and cost. This also means that comparatively simple         
and low-cost adjustments that could make a big difference         
are  not employed in  practice.  

“Most importantly we don't know what we don't know as we           
have not carried out any survey work of our membership, our           
building or outside bodies to establish what might be         
necessary for those with impairment in its various        
presentations.”-MS6 

“[Main challenge is] Not understanding how we can make a          
difference”-MS17 

“That’s also a difficulty- there’s so many different types.         
Where  do  you  start?!”-MS1 

It is also evident that there is an added level of lack of             
knowledge and misperceptions towards severely sight      
impaired individuals by those who are sighted, which often         

results in lack of confidence, unpleasant interactions and        
thus  lack of engagement. 

“What is frustrating is that people assume because you are          
blind that you are more sensitive to sound. Maybe some..          
Quite often I see sighted people taking decisions without         
involving visually impaired people. Also it’s hard for sighted         
people to understand what it’s like.. Quite often someone         
might say, go straight if I ask for direction. If I get really             
frustrated .. I say you close your eyes and try to go straight!             
Ha  ha  ha”- VIP4 

“The worst thing is other people’s perspectives. They judge         
or just don’t want to know you. Like if you’re at the station             
trying to see the map..[..] And I hate when people say that I             
can’t do  something because of my  sight. ”  -  VIP5 

All sight impaired participants described said experiences       
during interviews. It also manifested from the perspective of         
contributors before  and  during  the  workshop (phase  4).  

When introducing the tactile map, C4 assumed that VIP5         
would be able to see maps suggesting she wouldn’t need it.           
This might be because VIP5 didn’t immediately appear blind,         
but in fact was registered severely sight-impaired (blind) and         
had little residual vision. It was obvious that this subtle and           
unintentional interaction made the blind individual      
uncomfortable and might have been a contributing factor why         
she remained quiet and disengaged for a number of         
consecutive activities. This was surprising as C4 had        
extensive knowledge on disability and sight impairment. C3        
also expressed concerns about the tasks allocated to him as          
he had no previous experience interacting with or running         
inductions/tours with blind individuals. 

“I'm certain i'm going to hit communication snafu's like saying          
'If you just look over here you'll be able to see .......' because             
It's just part of my regular speech pattern and I don't want to             
offend anyone. Obviously I'll try and communicate in a way          
that  isn't exclusive but that  is a  worry for  me.”-C4  

Despite these observations, participants felt overall during       
welcome and co-creation activities. As part of the feedback         
questionnaire, they were asked: “Was there anything that        
was annoying or made you feel uncomfortable?” and        
responses varied  from  simple  “No” to  “Nothing whatsoever”. 

During the workshop, C1 was tasked to observe the         
behaviour of others as we navigated the makerspace and         
took part in activities. Some were considerate, even overly         
cautious and carried on whatever they were doing without         
staring or obvious change in behaviour. There were others,         
who were borderline ignorant, however it’s important to        
mention these were external staff encountered from nearby        
restaurants as we  navigated the  space. 



This is encouraging and suggests that indeed the maker         
community is largely open-minded, considerate and mindful       
of those with accessibility needs and given that practical         
challenges can be overcome they can be excellent vehicles         
to drive wider social change, empowerment and further        
democratisation. 

Misperceptions about long-term interest in  making  

From the maker community perspective it was suggested        
that a reason why people with accessibility needs are not          
making use of such spaces could be the overall interest or           
difficulty of making in general. The findings from this study          
however suggest that this view may be a byproduct of          
self-selective communities, misperceptions and attitudes     
towards disability in  the  context of making. 

“Making is a hard thing to do and usually people will get            
involved if they are highly passionate about it and have some           
knowledge or idea.” 

While this study did not run long enough to validate whether           
sight impaired individuals would take up making as a         
long-term activity, the data from interviews and co-creation        
workshop suggest that a large proportion of individuals are         
already interested in what makerspaces have to offer, but         
they are simply not aware that these spaces exist and that           
they  can  get involved.  

To illustrate, sight impaired individuals were not recruited        
based on their interested in making. Any sight impaired         
individuals who were not deafBlind and didn’t have other         
severe disabilities could take part in the study as long as           
they were 18-75 years old. Interviews revealed that all         
participants had some interested in creative activities, 3D        
printing and  even  manufacturing.  

After vaguely describing what makerspaces are and what the         
workshop may entail, only one (of 5) sight impaired         
participants (VIP2) was skeptical of whether this would be         
suitable for her, but still appeared to be intrigued and          
eventually was disappointed not to be able to take part due           
to  other commitments on  the  day of the  workshop.  

“My secondary response would be that I’m not qualified to          
deal with these types of machinery. I’m not that tech savvy to            
use digital printers or power tools ..so they’re not going to be            
accessible and I’m not gonna know how to use it. [..] Will you             
be  running more  of those  workshops on  other dates?”-VIP2 

An overview of related experience, attitude and interest can         
be found below and additional information found in the         
handout for  workshop contributors in  appendix 5  : 

- VIP1: expressed curiosity of makerspaces overall 

- VIP2: was sceptical of whether 3D printing and        
technology-based activities would be appropriate,     
but was interested  in  taking  part. 

- VIP3: interest in technology, has some previous       
exposure of 3D and CAD. Has work experience        
working with power tools and building material such        
as cement mixer. 

- VIP4: interest in crafts and making such as making         
baskets and  chairs.  

- VIP5: interest in sewing and general aptitude to try         
new  things. Previously also  heard  of 3D  printing. 

 

“I would go if it interests me. I try to go and investigate if              
there’s anything good for me or interest me. Things like          
crafts interest me.. But you have to have the right balance.           
You can’t do everything [..] I’m interested to do creative          
things. Something to do with crafts. For example, making         
little baskets or trays. If you’re visually impaired these are the           
activities you are able to do. Aaa.. modern times people don’t           
do that anymore. Years ago blind people were involved in          
making tools, baskets, chairs. I’m personally very       
interested.”-VIP4 

““I used to love textiles, but I haven’t done any sewing since I             
lost my  sight.”-VIP5 

Workshop feedback questionnaire also revealed that there       
were activities that all participants enjoyed and would like to          
learn  more  about certain  ones that  interest them: 

“I enjoyed all day, but the last session I enjoy the most            
because I took part physically to draw and make something          
etc. 

It's really unique, I think I can learn a lot from these activities,             
and that will help to build my confidence. It was a new            
experience and I felt relaxed. If they provide some sessions          
on  a  regular basis that  will  be  great.” 

“Being shown around the digital room and shown the 3D          
printers because I've always had an interest in this area of           
technology throughout life and was able to provide input         
regarding  access ability for  the  technology described.” 

“I would greatly appreciate the opportunity to practice my         
independent skills in making a product and seeing the output          
result of this using the 3D printing machine. It would [also] be            
interesting to  use  the  lasercutting technology” 

The above extracts are based on data collected from the          
following  questions: 

- From everything we did during the workshop day,        
what did  enjoy the  most and  why? 



- Would you be interested in coming back to this         
makerspace? 

- Is there any other feedback you'd like to leave to          
help makerspaces become more inclusive and      
welcoming to  sight impaired individuals? 

3 (of four) workshop participants also responded that they         
would like to return to the makerspace and one participant          
selected that they are not sure whether they would want to           
return  to  this  makerspace. 

This is yet another underlying social challenge that        
demonstrates ingrained mental models, misperceptions in      
combination with lack of awareness and ambiguity about        
makerspaces in general. However, it also provides promising        
insight that sight impaired individuals are interested and keen         
to get involved in making for the purpose of learning new           
skills, building confidence, improving sense of independence,       
socialising and generally trying something new and feeling        
just as able  as others.  

This insight enriches recent findings by Taylor [17] and         
Meisner [19], who respectively demonstrated the important       
role that makerspaces have in their communities and the         
potential for empowerment these spaces hold for disabled        
individuals by acting as social spaces, supporting wellbeing        
and  serving  the  needs of their  communities. 

 

Learning  the  physical  space and navigating safely 

Even if wider challenges such as community awareness and         
attitude towards ability are overcome there are a number of          
practical challenges to be dealt with. These are related to          
physical design, layout of the  space  and  available tools. 

A major challenge for sight impaired individuals is navigation.         
This spans from travelling to the space, but even more so           
inside the premises. It usually takes time for a sight impaired           
individual to learn to navigate in a new environment.         
Adapting to  changes is difficult and  often frustrating. 

“There are lots of challenges, but travel is biggest issue, I’m           
not a confident traveller especially with new places. Even if          
it’s local and I have to go shopping.. I might be struggling .. if              
there  are  roadworks and  it’s all  changed”-VIP1 

“Picking people up from the station is very important [the first           
time]. Going to an unfamiliar place in such a large city like            
London is hard. Unless you’re really good with technology,         
but even then the technology has not advanced that far          
yet.”-VIP2 

“Physical spaces are difficult. You need to try your best to           
stay organised. It is easier in your personal space. My family           

knows that changes are hard, but even then they forget and           
leave end up leaving kid’s toys on the stairs for example. I’m            
more careful if I’m not at home, it takes a while to learn             
where  the  bathrooms are, etc”-VIP2 

The layout of makerspaces and manner of storing projects         
introduce avoidable challenges for those with sight       
impairment. Many of these spaces are cluttered [fig NN] and          
have limited space for assembly and storage, but allow their          
members to store projects at the space. This means that          
there are often never-ending obstructions and little walking        
space. Most spaces recognise this problem and even refer to          
some  members as ‘hoarders’.  

Spaces that are more established and commercially minded        
attempt to tackle this with ‘visual reminders’ to members         
about keeping the space clear, reminding that unattended        
objects and  clutter “invite  accidents”.  

When asked what sight impaired participants found most        
challenging during the welcome and co-creation day , two (of          
four)  wrote  about navigation: 

“Navigating around the building as there were many doors         
and  steps. It was a  big  place  to  navigate.” 

“I think going from one place to another is very challenging,           
especially if the  place  is new  or not familiar.” 

However it is important that the space where the workshop          
took place may not be the most representative of majority of           
makerspaces and local community-minded workshops that      
sight impaired individuals would be more likely to use.         
Getting there required participants to travel at least 1 hour, it           
was located in a Grade 1 building, had a much more           
complicated layout and was much larger than most        
makerspaces investigated in  this  study. 

To investigate how learning and gauging physical space        
could be addressed, a tactile floor plan (Fig 18) was used           
during the welcome and co-design workshop. One of the         
contributors (C4) had previously employed such maps to        
inform local communities about planned changes of public        
environments such as shopping centres. The researcher       
created the floor plan in low fidelity (Fig 17) using tactile           
markers such as velcro and variety of bumpons with the idea           
that it would be a low-cost indicative method to introduce          
participants to  the  overall  space.  

Velcro was used to represent walls on this map and other           
materials that represented larger desks, including letters on        
them to represent the name of the room such as F for Fusion             
Lab. A variety of bumpons represented doors, routes to the          
nearest bathroom and fire exit; other materials represented        
soft seating  nearby.  



The author originally intended to use print-outs of a floorplan          
provided, but these turned out to be too small in order to            
demonstrate solid obstacles such as desks. A 3D pen to          
mark walls was also tried, but was not successful as the           
process was slow, inaccurate and would have required        
speciality printing paper to  avoid  wrinkling (fig  NN).  

 

Fig  17- failed  attempts at creating  a  tactile  map 

 

Fig 18 - alternative design of tactile floor map used in the            
workshop 

After the workshop participants were asked “How would you         
rate the usefulness of the tactile map used at the beginning           
of the workshop to explain the layout of the space?”. Two           

participants selected ‘somewhat useful’ and the other two        
chose ‘very useful’. Additional comments about the map        
were also included which suggested that such maps would         
be useful even when some participants had previously come         
across these  and  others had  not. 

“It [tactile map] helped me identify where in the room I was,            
and  where  things  were. It is an  excellent idea” 

“I’ve seen better in the past. Maybe consider using Braille for           
those  who  are  Braille  users.”  

“I would like to find out more about the tactile map as I             
haven't really learnt much  about tactile  markings” 

In an article [55] on ‘Maps you can hear and touch’ CityLab            
highlighted that while tactile maps have a steep initial         
learning curve, they possess a unique power to increase         
tactile literacy among the sight impaired. They also explain         
how such maps can be used for transit and learning.          
Similarly some studies [18] have demonstrated the value of         
tactile learning materials and shown how 3D printing makes         
way to produce such materials; others, adapting a design-led         
approach, have developed and tested novel interfaces that        
combine the concepts of tactile learning and benefits of 3D          
printing such as Linespace [57] - a sensemaking platform for          
the  blind. 

While the approach to creating a tactile map for the welcome           
part of the workshop was ‘quick and dirty’ it demonstrates          
that such maps could be used to help sight impaired          
individuals learn and navigate makerspaces without the need        
to adapt novel interfaces; and that with the shared skills and           
tools available in these spaces the could be easily produced          
and  adapted at low  cost. 

It would be beneficial to explore this further and understand          
whether similar techniques could be employed to not only         
learn about the physical layout, but how such markings may          
be used to adapt existing tools for safe independent making          
by sight impaired individuals. 

Health and safety, risk and insurance 

A number of makerspaces were unsure and concerned what         
engaging severly sight impaired individuals would mean for        
their insurance policy and how they would go about         
modifying risk assessment if needed. 

“The biggest challenge when setting up was how insurance         
companies look at us, so I’m really not sure what would           
happen if we said there will be blind members using          
machines”-MS4-2 

“Health and safety things are challenging.. in order to keep          
our insurance happy. We have quite a few members who          



can write and help risk assessments for various things. It’s          
really valuable when it comes to organising the space and          
keeping our insurance, but this  wasn’t always the  case”-MS8 

From the perspective of sight impaired individuals, this didn’t         
appear so much and issue as it was assumed that health           
and safety would be taken into consideration. Some        
participants suggested that introduction to the activities and        
tools would be important and that someone able to assist          
should be  present if needed.  

“I guess like with any corporation you have to have health           
and safety. It’s like when you go to the dentist and you have             
to put glasses on regardless if you’ve got glasses or not. So I             
suppose I’d just put my trust in that. [..]At the end of the day,              
if you gonna use a chainsaw for example and you can’t see            
what you doing.. But you’ve only got yourself to blame for           
using a piece of machinery you can’t see. I’d be like sending            
someone out driving around who can’t see or hear. You          
wouldn’t do  that,  would you? !”-VIP3 

“I would just go. It would be important that there are other            
people around me”-VIP5 

While dangers of interacting with power tools are well-known,         
based on this study only, it is not clear if and what additional             
precautionary measures or improvements might be required       
to make independent making available to sight impaired        
individuals from the  perspective of insurance.  

Power tools and dangerous equipment is usually separate        
from digital fabrication tools and social areas. They are         
typically in different rooms, which in some cases are locked          
permanently and not available without induction and proof        
that the individual is able to interact safely with such          
machinery. Risk assessments are carried out on tool-by-tool        
case rather than additional types of users, but insuring these          
spaces are generally difficult and use by severely sight         
impaired individuals may challenge existing policies. In       
addition, difficulties with keeping pathways clear and the        
space generally ‘tidy and in order’ potentially introduce more         
chance of ‘slip, trip and fall accidents’ for sight impaired          
individuals, which again would be challenged by insurance        
companies. 

It would be useful to investigate this further to understand          
and collate precautions needed and suggest what may need         
to be in place in order to obtain and retain insurance which            
covers the use of premises and tools by severely sight          
impaired individuals. It appears that some of the online         
communities used for guidance and support are currently        
working on such information [55], but concerns raised by         
makerspaces suggest that these are either not yet adopted         
or useful.  

Accessibility  of  tools  available in makerspaces 

3D printing and laser cutting offer an exciting opportunity, but          
in  reality are  not accessible to  sight impaired individuals 

Similar to findings by Nesta [22] and Taylor [17] a large           
proportion of makerspaces have 3D printers and laser cutting         
and  often use  this  as a  way to  attract new  members.  

Despite recent developments in 3D printing, the cost of such          
machines are still high, which is why makerspaces lower         
barriers of access to such tools by sharing and reusing. They           
offer an exciting opportunity for sight impaired individuals as         
they can remove many safety-critical barriers with traditional        
power tools. Unfortunately this study reveals that such tools         
found in makerspaces are far from being accessible        
especially for  those  with sight impairments. 

Tools available in makerspaces are often donated by        
companies, who have acquired newer models or in some         
cases owned and shared by members. Because of this,         
many of the tools in these spaces are older and thus less            
accessible. In some cases novel or ‘hacked’ tools (Fig 19a)          
can be found because the members of these spaces have          
developed or ‘donated’ them after unsuccessful attempts to        
make  it into a  viable business idea.  

For example, a common 3D printer model found in these          
spaces is the Ultimaker 1 and 2, which require supervision,          
takes several hours to print “anything substantial”, is highly         
prone to error, bugs and doesn’t provide audio alternatives         
for any of the interactions. To illustrate, to start interacting          
with the printer, the user is required to see a small display            
with available options, which are controlled by a single,         
large-circular button (Fig 19b). It also requires precise        
alignment (or “levelling the bed”) to ensure a better chance of           
a precise print, which mean ensuring a distance of         
0.5mm-1mm between the nozzle and the panel on which the          
print will  be  made. 

“You need to see a red light to level the bed . The printing              
‘nozzle’ needs to be about a millimeter away from the bed so            
that it doesn’t make a mess or crush the layers as it prints.             
Oh, and even before that you’d need sight .. You need to use             
this button to start using the printer and then manually move           
the  bed  up.” -  MS4:1 

Furthermore, it was suggested that such printers require        
‘manual debugging’ and often break so in some cases         
members completely dismantle, clean and reassemble the       
machines as often as two  times per week.  

It is also alarming to find that safety has been overlooked in            
the process of 3D-printing given that extremely hot, melted         
filament is squirted out of a nozzle in order produce the print,            
yet there is no automation or warnings to protect the user           



from burns. While this may not appear of an issue for           
someone who is sighted, it is critical for someone who is           
blind.  

“There’s a hot thing at the end and you could bump your            
fingers into it. For health and safety it would be incredibly           
tricky if not impossible for someone who is blind. It’s very hot.            
It’s not properly shielded. I’ve bumped my hand into it before.           
You  know, I can  see  and  I’ve  burnt myself a  few  times”-MS8  

To summarise, 3D printers to this day are still relatively          
expensive and have limited user experience. They are        
error-prone, require precision-led tasks and doesn’t fully       
consider user’s safety. Together, this renders 3D printers        
and thus the opportunity for independent making via digital         
fabrication inaccessible to  someone with a  sight impairment. 

Those in maker communities know that there are newer         
models and are supposedly more accessible, but it is unlikely          
these will be widely adapted any time soon due to the           
‘donate/recycle’ nature of acquiring equipment and general       
shortage of funding. Some makers suggested that the        
existing models could be ‘hacked’ for speech output as they          
are open-source, but this study didn’t validate this claim. The          
more important question is: why are such tools not designed          
with accessibility in  mind  from the  start?!  

“The software is open source, but it hasn’t been designed for           
accessibility. Honestly that’d be really difficult to use.        
However if we obtained more up to date printer we might be            
able to do that [provide induction to sight impaired         
individuals].”-MS8 

Fig  19a  and  19b 

Similarly laser cutters available in makerspaces also require        
precise alignment which requires a combination of seeing a         
‘red light’ and using a button to adjust the material (Fig 20). It             
was suggested that  newer models align  it for  the  user. 

 

 
Fig  20- aligning lasercut 

Success of inclusive makerspaces will depend on a truly         
collaborative  approach and do-it-together  mindset 

The long-term success of widening access to everyone relies         
on bringing together maker communities, disability service       
organisations and charities. This finding is similar to those of          
Taylor [17]  and  Rajapakse [8,  11].  

However this study goes beyond stakeholder perspective       
and similarly to Meisner [19] engages disabled population to         
form a holistic perspective towards making by engaging        
severely sight impaired individuals. 

Together it demonstrates the potential of synthesising these        
perspectives and finding ways to improve overall       
accessibility and inclusion of makerspaces without penalising       
or intimidating existing members of the community by means         
such as official audits. Instead, useful and actionable        
guidance  should be  generated but benefit all. 

Learning from success stories of collaborations and       

engaging disabled  individuals  long-term 

Despite the complex challenges for sight impaired individuals        
to become more involved in the community of makers there          
are success stories of one-off events and engaging more         
diverse groups of individuals on a more long-term basis, for          
example, a purely member-run hackerspace has a regular        
group of people with learning disabilities making use of the          
space for creative activities. Others have successfully       
engaged children and older adults via creative activities and         
electronics.  

In all cases, this was possible due to involvement and          
collaborations with external organisation, charities or the       
local council. This is not surprising as these types of          
collaborations help makerspaces overcome challenges with      
funding,  knowledge and  reach.  

“Up until about 3-4 months ago, we worked with and          
organisation called True Colours, who work with adults with         



learning disabilities, who are on the autism spectrum. They         
were using the space on fairly regularly up until a couple of            
months ago because the funding ran out for the particular          
work that they were doing. But there are one or two others            
[members], most of them have mobility needs .. physical in          
terms of hand-grip.”-MS7  

“One of our main volunteers is autistic and he’s been           
volunteering with us for about 9 months. His changes has          
been incredible .. when he came in he didn’t know what he            
wanted to do. He was quiet and shy. Now he runs and            
teaches classes, and has started his own prop-making        
business. His confidence has gone way up, he even has a           
girlfriend as is really happy about that  ha  ha” -MS11 

“There used to be a member who actively came in for about            
6/7 weeks. He was in a wheelchair, was mainly working with           
electronics and things to make adjustments for his        
wheelchair.” -MS10 

While other success stories were uncovered about engaging        
sight impaired individuals, some parallels can be drawn here.         
It offers a clear opportunity for sight impaired individuals to          
become more involved as many are members or volunteers         
in  local  charities and  groups. 

The ultimate challenge is for such collaborations to remain         
sustainable and become common so that these benefit        
overall inclusion and empowerment, but it would be        
particularly interesting to look at how makerspaces could        
play a role in bringing sight impaired individuals together and          
trigger a  ‘snowball effect’.  

Sight impaired individuals need to continuously learn and        
adapt in order to live fulfilling lives and find their way in life             
after initial sight loss and ongoing changes. While qualified         
professionals and organisations actively work on helping       
these individuals, makerspaces present an opportunity to       
bring these individuals together, share experiences and learn        
from each  other. 

For example, one of the participants had been a long-time          
volunteer teaching how to use assistive technology to those         
who have recently lost sight while another participant one of          
the participants suggested that they “were trying to get         
training so that [she] can use technology more efficiently         
{and that she] needed to try to find someone who is going to             
teach  [her] that.” 

There was a also a participant who was born severely          
sight-impaired and thus had extensive experience of dealing        
with different daily challenges and knew of many novel apps          
and technologies while someone else had lost sight only a          
couple of years ago and was still learning to cope or was            
keen to learn, but having trouble making use of the latest           

technology as they were older and not as used to ‘modern           
technology’. 

It also appears that once someone is past the age of ‘youth’            
the options for socialising and getting involved decline so         
makerspaces could  fill  this  gap. 

“I’m over 25. They [anonymised charity] only support under         
25. Even if I want to, I don’t think I can get involved. It’s a               
shame, there’s nothing. There is not much for adults to get           
involved in my community. There’s so much for kids and          
younger and older people, not not much for 25-50. What if           
someone can’t find work or not confident enough. There isn’t          
much  for  people in  that  age.”- VIP1. 

There are number of ways of engaging sight impaired         
individuals in the community of makers, but makerspaces        
could start by becoming spaces for these individuals to         
connect and support peer-based learning specific to sight        
impaired adults. Going forward, the research community       
must take responsibility and ensure ongoing presence in        
maker initiatives which engage sight impaired individuals;       
and to ensure systematic, continuous insight is collected,        
available and actionable by the both researchers and        
making-enthusiasts. For example, it appears that this year        
(May 2017) ran a first-ever Accessible Weekend-long       
Retreat for Blind Makers [53]. What can we learn from such           
events?! 

Learning from the success of the welcome and        

co-creation workshop 

Insight and  overall results 

Planning and running a welcome and co-creation workshop        
validates that it is possible to overcome majority of practical          
barriers and thus create environments to drive change of         
wider, more complex challenges. It took extensive, iterative        
preparation and planning, including getting to know sight        
impaired individuals, engaging and ‘directing’ contributors to       
run the workshop. It was an overall success from all          
perspectives: 

- There were no no-shows or unexpected issues and        
allowed good-quality data to  be  collected 

- Participants felt comfortable and safe, showed      
interest in activities and were engaged with other        
another both during structured time and breaks, but        
most importantly expressed interest in making and       
makerspaces  

- The representatives of the makerspace and      
professional organisation were able to contribute      
and  also  learn 

“It was great to have the visitors in our space, there was a lot              
of common interests in terms of making and manufacturing         



among the group and it was great to be able to share some             
of the technological innovations that have been made in the          
last few years to such an interested group. It made me a lot             
more conscious of the improvements that need to be made          
in terms of navigational tools in our space to be more widely            
accessible, and the need for a space that caters directly for           
people with poor visibility, as clearly there is a desire for such            
a  space.”- C2  (makerspace representative) 

The above findings are based on a combination of         
observations and verbal feedback, but workshop participants       
were also asked to rate their overall experience on a scale           
from one to ten, which elicited an average satisfaction rate of           
8 with lowest rating of 7 and highest rating of 10 (for            
questionnaire data see  appendix NN) 

Participants were also asked to describe makerspaces in        
their own words to someone else who is blind. While this           
doesn’t validate long-term uptake of making, it reveals that         
participants perceive makerspaces positively and relevant to       
their  ability and  interest. 

“It's a very interesting place and although you would have to           
be careful it can be adapted and you could still enjoy yourself            
and  make  things.” 

“I would encourage them  to  try  and  take  part in  it [in  making]” 

“A place, where you can forget all the stress and just           
concentrate to make or build something. Overall learning and         
practice  centre.” 

“I would say something along the lines of it is an area            
whereby you  can  make  and  produce products [..]” 

Finally, this study shows that sight impaired individuals are         
fully capable and willing to contribute to user centred design          
and with some facilitation are able to express their ideas in           
verbal, visual and tangible ways (Fig 21 and 22 show          
examples of drawings and physical objects created during        
creative and design activities). Such individuals also       
recognise the need to bring sighted and sight impaired         
individuals together to improve accessibility and assistive       
technology, and that design-led activities would help achieve        
this. 

“Accessibility is very important. [..] this would help to close          
the  gap  between blind and  sighted  individuals”-VIP4 

 

Fig 21: a drawing made by a blind individual expressing their           
frustration with their dog stealing clothes prepared for        
wearing and proposing a ‘smart collar’ to address this         
challenge 

 

Fig 22: a drawing made by a blind individual expressing their           
frustration with dropped items such as coins and socks. And          
a model of hand-held device that allows to detect and find           
the  items 

7. RECOMMENDATIONS (FOR  RESEARCHERS) 

Below a number of practical tips are provided to similar          
activities such as welcome tours, induction and co-creation        
workshops with sight impaired individuals. 

Include  variety  of  participants, interests  and experiences 

Get to know the participants, their experiences and interests         
and apply these the design and facilitation. Design activities         
for like-minded individuals and similar social groups, but        
ensure  variety of experience and  confidence levels.  

The experience and needs of someone who is less         
confident, independent and have lost sight recently VS        
someone who was born blind will vary. This in some ways           



draws parallels with how technology should be designed to         
support both novice  and  expert users.  

Consider group dynamics and balancing loudest voices in        
the  room. 

Engage  contributors  and assistants 

Select a suitable makerspace, but don’t be discouraged by         
obvious physical challenges and constraints. Employ expert       
advice and support during planning, but also in the form of           
additional observers during activities. Most suitable      
contributors will be representatives of disability service       
organisations and charities, as well as member of the design          
and  maker communities. 

Prepare contributors handouts and agreements so that they        
are aware of ethics and their role in the activity. Supplement           
these  with brief information about each  participant. 

Plan with accessibility in mind, but not ‘specifically’ for         
it 

Do-it-together works well, but design activities in a way that          
allows independent creative activities and making as much        
possible as sight impaired individuals are often not granted         
this opportunity; involuntary offered help or overpowered by        
sighted  individuals. 

Select design probes to aid discussion and provide ways of          
tactile  interactions and  learning as much  as possible. 

Be  flexible  with travel, safety  and levels  of  comfort 

Be flexible with travel arrangements and consider how to         
increase levels of comfort and sense of safety. Invite and          
accommodate carers, sighted  guides and  guide-dogs.  

Ensure  a  semi-secluded space  and  minimise  noise.  

Include plenty of unstructured time. This will not only help          
with energy and focus, but enrich insight via unmoderated         
conversations. 

Select most appropriate  form  of  structured feedback 

Sight impaired individuals are likely to prefer providing        
structured feedback using their own devices (if written) or in          
a  way that  requires the  least of travel  (if verbal). 

Disseminate  findings  back  to participants  and 
contributors 

To foster sense of ownership and sense of collective         
contribution to  the  community of makers. 

 

7. LIMITATIONS  AND  FURTHER  RESEARCH 

Resources and constraints 

Although this dissertation project was carried out as part of          
MSc HCI-E at UCL, it was conducted over 6 weeks instead           
of allocated 11 weeks full time. This had effect on applied           
research methods, the setup of the workshop and choice of          
participants.  

Further  research 

 
Further research should investigate some of the challenges        
in more detail and validate potential solutions in the wild,          
where participants are engaged via longitudinal study pairing        
local makerspaces and people living nearby with variety of         
disabilities and impairments to evaluate long-term uptake of        
making  and  its effect on  overall  inclusion agenda. 
 
A practical approach may be to work closely with         
organisations such as Centre for Accessible Environment to        
produce useful guidance for setting up accessible       
makerspaces even with limited resources and thus overcome        
setup challenges resulting from lack of funding, time,        
awareness and knowledge with focus on variety of groups         
and  respective  needs. 
 
A service design approach could also be employed, building         
on   findings  of this  study and  those  of Rajapakse [8,  11]. 
 
Finally, the HCI community the focus should be on creating          
and improving digital fabrication tools and interfaces in way         
that lowers the cost further and enables independent use by          
sight impaired individuals and  those  who  are  deafBlind. 
 

8. CONCLUSION 

Makerspaces are seldom used by people with accessibility        
needs on a regular basis and sight impaired individuals have          
been unintentionally overlooked by research, design and       
maker communities. 

Access and accessibility in the context of making has both          
physical and digital aspect, as well as several wider social          
challenges that call for a change in perception and attitude.          
All  are  fundamental for  truly inclusive maker communities.  

The success of overcoming these challenges will depend on         
a do-it-together mindset, bringing together maker      
communities, disability service organisations, charities, policy      
makers and  disabled individuals. 

Finally this study has highlighted that research on        
non-physical disability in the context of making is altogether         



underdeveloped thus providing multiple opportunities for      
further research. 
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Appendix  1: examples  of  information  sheets,  consent forms, 
contributor’s  agreement  and  call for  participation 



 

Extended  information sheet 
 

We  would  like  to  invite  you  to  participate  in  this  research  project directed by researchers  at UCL. 
You  should only participate  if you  want  to;  choosing  not to  take  part will  not disadvantage  you  in 
any  way. Before  you  decide  whether  you  want  to  take  part, it is important for  you  to  read the 
following  information  carefully and discuss it with  others  if you  wish. Ask  us if there  is anything 
that  is not clear  or  if you  would  like  more  information.  

In  this  study we  are  exploring  how people  with  accessibility needs could  take  a  more  active  role  in 
the  community of makers. There  will  be  two  activities: an  interview and a  co-design  workshop. 

This research  is part of a  master’s  thesis project in  Human-computer interaction  with  ergonomics 
at University College London. It has been  approved by UCLIC Research  Department’s  Ethics 
Chair.  

The  project ID  number is UCLIC/1617/018/MSc Holloway/Bandukda. 

 

Researcher’s  details: 
Name:  
Email:  
Mobile:  
 
Principal  investigator’s  details: 
Name: Catherine  Holloway 
Address: Room  GS1.06,  UCLIC, University College London, 66  -  72  Gower  Street, London, WC1E 
6EA, United Kingdom 
Phone:  +44  (0)20  3108  7990  (x57990) 
 

 

Why  have  you received this 

Hi, I’m  Vita.  As  part of my  master’s  thesis I am  looking  to  connect  with  London-based people  who 
are  living  with  impaired sight to  understand how people  with  accessibility needs could  become 
more  included in  the  community of makers. I am  exploring  how creative  activities  can  be 
combined with  3D  printing  to  design  and adapt and repair assistive  technology, gadgets and 
everyday  objects. 

 



 

What  to expect 

There  are  two  activities  I need your help with.  You  can  take  part if you  are  london-based, living 
with  low vision  and are  in  the  age  group of 18  to  64. 

Interview 

The  first activity  will  be  an  interview to  allow  me  get to  know you  a  little better  and understand 
what  your needs and preferences are. It will  take  40-50 minutes. We  can  arrange  a  time  and date 
before  July 29th. We  can  talk  in-person, on  the  phone  or  meet online.  

Co-design workshop 

The  second activity  will  take  3.5 hours. You  can  choose  between  a  10am and a  2:30pm start. You 
will  need to  travel  to  embankment station  in  London for  the  workshop on  Thursday, August 3rd. 
We  will  meet you  at the  station. There  will  be  2-3  other people  living  with  sight impairment in  your 
group.  

The  space  will  be  guide-dog friendly. Sighted  guides are  also  welcome. 

The  day  will  start with  a  group induction to  the  space. For  the  rest of the  day  we  will  co-create 
doing  a  few  different things  like  sketching  and making  things  out of variety  of materials  such  as 
cardboard, clay  and plasticine.  

 

Why  get  involved 

Helping researchers  and the  wider  community 

This project is part of a  master’s  dissertation  and will  benefit   researcher, design, accessibility and 
maker  communities. It will  also  simply help me  complete  my  degree  and contribute  to  research  I 
care  about. I also  hope you  will  have  a  great time  and opportunity to  connect  with  design 
enthusiasts, learn  some  new skills and connect  with  others  living  with  impaired sight. 

Amazon vouchers to say thanks 

You  will  receive  a  £40  Amazon  voucher if you  decide  to  take  part in  both  interview and the 
workshop. You  will  receive  this  a  couple  of weeks  after the  co-design  workshop. 

 

What  to do next 

Fill  in  this  background questionnaire.  

If you  rather  talk  to  the  researcher  and have  them  fill  out the  questionnaire, please  let Vita  know 
via  email  vita.rutkovska@ucl.ac.uk 

All  data  will  be  handled according  to  the  Data Protection  Act  1998  and will  be  kept anonymous. 
Only  UCL  researchers  working  with  Dr. Catherine  Holloway will  analyze  these  data.  With  your 

 



 

permission, we  may  want  to  use  an  extract of the  video  recording  for  teaching,  conferences, 
presentations, publications, and/or thesis work. 

It is up to  you  to  decide  whether  or  not to  take  part. If you  decide  to  take  part you  will  be  given 
this  information  sheet to  keep and be  asked to  sign  a  consent form. If you  decide  to  take  part you 
are  still  free  to  withdraw at any  time  and without  giving  a  reason.  

 



 

Call for  participation 
 

Why  have  you received this 

Hi, I’m  Vita.  As  part of my  master’s  thesis I am  looking  to  connect  with  London-based people  who 

are  living  with  impaired sight to  understand how people  with  accessibility needs could  become 

more  included in  the  community of makers. I am  exploring  how creative  activities  can  be 

combined with  3D  printing  to  design  and adapt and repair assistive  technology, gadgets and 

everyday  objects. 

You  can  take  part if you  are  london-based, living  with  low vision  and are  in  the  age  group of 18  to 

75. 

 

What  to expect 

There  are  two  activities  I need your help with.  

Interview 

The  first activity  will  be  an  interview to  allow  me  get to  know you  a  little better  and understand 

what  your needs and preferences are. It will  take  40-50 minutes. We  can  arrange  a  time  and date 

before  July 28th. We  can  talk  in-person, on  the  phone  or  meet online. To  meet online you  will 

need access  to  skype  or  a  similar application you  already use. Alternatively  I can  email  you  a  test 

and try  session  for  another  tool. 

Co-design workshop 

The  second activity  will  take  3.5 hours. You  can  choose  between  a  10am and a  2:30pm start. You 

will  need to  travel  to  central  London for  the  workshop on  Thursday, August 3rd. The  space  will  be 

guide-dog friendly. Sighted  guides are  also  welcome. 

The  day  will  start with  a  group induction to  the  space. For  the  rest of the  day  we  will  co-create 

doing  a  few  different things  like  sketching  and making  things  out of variety  of materials  such  as 

cardboard, clay  and plasticine.  

Why  get  involved 

Helping researchers  and the  wider  community 

This project is part of a  master’s  dissertation  and will  benefit   researcher, design, accessibility and 

maker  communities. It will  also  simply help me  complete  my  degree  and contribute  to  research  I 

 



 

care  about. I also  hope you  will  have  a  great time  and opportunity to  connect  with  design 

enthusiasts, learn  some  new skills and connect  with  others  living  with  impaired sight. 

Amazon vouchers to say thanks 

You  will  receive  a  £40  Amazon  voucher if you  decide  to  take  part in  both  interview and the 

workshop. You  will  receive  this  a  couple  of weeks  after the  co-design  workshop. 

 

What  to do next 

Fill  in  this  background questionnaire.  

If you  need the  information  in  an  alternative  format, please  send me  an  email  to 

vita.rutkovska.14@ucl.ac.uk  and outline your preferences.  

If you  have  any  questions or  concerns before  signing  up, please  do  get in  touch  and remember 

you  are  not obliged to  do  anything  and can  withdraw at any  point.  This means  before  and during 

the  activity  without  having  to  explain yourself or  being  penalised in  any  way. 

 



 

Informed Consent Form 
Activity: interview and co-design  workshop 

You  will  be  given  a  copy of this  form 

Project  title:  Exploring  how people  with  accessibility needs could  take  more  active  role  in  the 

community  of makers  

This research  activity  is part of a  master’s  thesis project in  Human-computer interaction  with 

ergonomics  at University College London. It has been  approved by Research  Department’s  Ethics 

Chair.  

The  project ID  number is UCLIC/1617/018/MSc Holloway/Bandukda 

 

Principal  investigator’s  details: 

Name: Catherine  Holloway 

Email: c.holloway@ucl.ac.uk 

Address: Room  GS1.06,  UCLIC, University College London, 66  -  72  Gower  Street, London,WC1E 

6EA, United Kingdom 

Phone:  +44  (0)20  3108  7990  (x57990) 

 

Researcher’s  details: 

Name:  

Email: 

Phone:  

 

Please  complete  this  form  after you  have  read the  Extended  information  sheet and listened to  an 

explanation about the  research. Before  you  agree  to  take  part, the  person  organising  the  research 

must explain the  project to  you.  

If you  have  any  questions arising  from  the  Information  Sheet  or  explanation already given  to  you, 

please  ask  the  researcher  before  you  to  decide  whether  to  join  in. You  will  be  given  a  copy of this 

Consent Form  to  keep and refer  to  at any  time.  

 

 

   

 



 

 

Participant’s  statement: 

I  ……………………………………...    

● agree  that  I have  read the  information  sheet had had the  opportunity to  ask  questions and 

discuss the  project and research  activities  and have  received satisfactory  answers to  my 

questions 

● agree  that  have  been  informed about my  rights as  a  participant and whom  to  contact in  the 

event of a  research-related injury or  negative  effects on  my  well-being 

● understand that  notes will  be  taken  and audio  will  be  recorded during  the  interview, but  it 
won’t  be  used for  anything  other than  analysis. Verbatim  quotes  will  be  used in  the  report 

for  this  project, but  it will  not be  attributed to  my  real  name. 

● understand that  notes, photographs and video  will  be  taken  during  the  co-design 

workshop. Video  won’t  be  used for  anything  other than  analysis without  a  written  permission 

for  every  use  case. Photographs  where  I am  not directly identifiable will  be  used in  the 

report for  this  thesis only.  

● understand that  I must not take  part if I am  not physically able to  do  the  tasks. 

● I understand that  I am  free  to  withdraw from  the  study without  penalty  if I so  wish, and I 
consent to  the  processing  of my  personal  information  for  the  purposes of this  study only 

and that  it will  not be  used for  any  other purpose. I understand that  such  information  will  be 

treated as  strictly  confidential and handled in  accordance  with  the  provisions of the  Data 

Protection  Act  1998. 

 

Researcher's  statement: 

I  ……………………………………...  confirm that  I have  carefully explained the  research  activity 

to  the  participant, answered their  questions, outlined their  rights and foreseeable  risks  and  

benefits 

 

 

Participant’s  signature: Researcher’s  signature:  

Date:  Date:  

 



 

Contributors agreement 
Activity: co-design workshop at makerversity 

You  will  be  given  a  copy of this  form 

Project  title:  Exploring  how people  with  accessibility needs could  take  more  active  role  in  the 

community  of makers  

This research  activity  is part of a  master’s  thesis project in  Human-computer interaction  with 

ergonomics  at University College London. It has been  approved by Research  Department’s  Ethics 

Chair.  

The  project ID  number is UCLIC/1617/018/MSc Holloway/Bandukda 

 

Principal  investigator’s  details: 

Name: Catherine  Holloway 

Email: c.holloway@ucl.ac.uk 

Address: Room  GS1.06,  UCLIC, University College London, 66  -  72  Gower  Street, London,WC1E 

6EA, United Kingdom 

Phone:  +44  (0)20  3108  7990  (x57990) 

 

Researcher’s  details: 

Name: Vita  Mangan  Ekedi 

Email: vita.rutkovska.14@ucl.ac.uk 

 

 

 

Please  complete  this  form  after  you  have  read the  information  sheet and consent forms  for  the 

participants.  

Before  you  agree  to  take  part, the  person  organising  the  research  must explain the  project to  you.  

If you  have  any  questions arising  from  the  Information  Sheet  or  explanation already given  to  you, 

please  ask  the  researcher  before  you  to  decide  whether  to  join  in. You  will  be  given  a  copy of this 

agreement to  keep and refer  to  at any  time.  

 

 
 

 



 

Contributor’s statement: 
I  ……………………………………...    

● agree  that  I have  read the  information  sheet had had the  opportunity to  ask  questions and 

discuss the  project and research  activities  and have  received satisfactory  answers to  my 

questions. 

● agree  that  have  been  informed about my  rights as  a  contributor and whom  to  contact in  the 

event of a  research-related injury or  negative  effects on  my  well-being. 

● agree  that  I have  read all  relevant consent forms  signed by participants and understand that 

I am not  authorised to  take  pictures, audio  or  video  recordings during  research  activities. 

● understand that  I am  to  act as  a  silent observer  unless otherwise  authorised by the 

researcher. 

● understand that  I am  not to  disclose  any  details  about participants on  personal  blogs, 

presentations or  other shared materials  or  publications. 

● understand that  audio may  be  recorded during  conversations with  the  researchers 

● understand that  notes and verbatim  quotes  from  conversations between  myself and the 

researcher  may  be  used in  the  report for  this  thesis, however  it will  never be  attributed to  my 

name. 

● I understand that  I am  free  to  withdraw from  the  study without  penalty  if I so  wish, and I 
consent to  the  processing  of my  personal  information  for  the  purposes of this  study only 

and that  it will  not be  used for  any  other purpose. I understand that  such  information  will  be 

treated as  strictly  confidential and handled in  accordance  with  the  provisions of the  Data 

Protection  Act  1998. 

 

Contributor’s signature:  

Date:  

 

Researcher's statement: 
I  ……………………………………...  confirm that  I have  carefully explained the  research  activity 

and their  responsibilities to  the  contributor, answered their  questions, outlined their  rights and 

foreseeable  risks  and benefits. 

 

Researcher’s signature:  

Date:   

 



 
 
 

 
 

Appendix  2: examples  of  semi-structure  interview  scripts 



 
 
 
 

Semi-structure  interview  script: makerspaces 
Introduction- project and  me 
Hi, I’m. Thanks again  for signing  up  for this! I appreciate  you  are  giving  your time  to  a  complete  stranger. 
 
So  I mentioned  before  that I am an  MSc student at UCL  working  on  my dissertation. I just wanted  to  tell 
you  a  little  bit more  about the  project and  why we’re  having  this conversation  in  the  first place. At the 
moment I am talking  to  quite  a  few  people  from makerspaces across London  to  understand  a  bit more 
about how  these  spaces are  run, who  uses them and  if there  are  any events, outreach  programs for 
people  with  accessibility needs. 
 
I want to  understand  how  people  with  accessibility needs could  become  more  active  and  involved  in  the 
community of makers. I am particularly interested  in  3D  printing  and  lasercut and  how  these  tools can  be 
used  to  adapt everyday objects to  help  people  with  their day to  day lives. So  understanding  a  bit more 
about makerspaces is the  starting  point.  
 
It might be  worth  pointing  out that I am not here  to  compare  or evaluate  how  you  run  the  space  or in  any 
way report on  it other than  for my own  dissertation  project.  
 
Apologies for the  monologue, how  does that sound  so  far, do  you  have  any questions?  
 
→ Give  time  to  respond, answer questions 
 
Ok, so  from here  it’d  be  good  if we  could  have  a  conversation  about [makerpsace]. It should  not take 
longer than  40  minutes. We’ll  start with  more  general  information  about the  space  and  it’s history. 
 
Just before  we  start, did  you  get a  chance  to  look at the  consent and  information  documents I shared  with 
you?  
Did  you  have  any questions or need  me  to  change  anything?  Remember, you  are  not obliged  to  answer 
any questions and  in  fact you  can  simply tell  me  that you  don’t have  certain  information  or don’t want to 
share  it, and  that’s absolutely fine. You  can  also  leave  at any point or ask me  to  leave  for that matter and 
that’s also  ok! 
 
→ Give  time  to  read  (even  if shared  before  the  interview) 
→ Get signature  2  copies. Give  one  to  the  participant. 
→ Confirm recording  once  again 
 
I’ve  mentioned  in  the  form that I’d  like  to  record  this conversation. The  reason  I’d  like  to  record  is purely 
for my own  records. I’ll  be  re-listening  to  the  conversation  when  I start my write-up  and  will  likely need  it if 
my memory fails. Also, if there  are  any names mentioned  during  the  conversation  I’ll  be  sure  not identify 
anyone, most importantly yourself. 
 
Is  that ok  if I start recording? 

 

  



 
 
 
 

Interview  structure  and  questions 
 
About the  space- setup and history 

Tell  me  a  bit more  about this space: 
● How  long  has it been  running  
● Who  set it up  and  why 
● Is there  anyone  on  site  who  can  help  members/visitors 
● What tools do  you  have  here 
● How  do  people  find  out about you? 
● How  do  they sign  up?  Do  you  about peoples accessibility needs or dissability? 
● Is there  lasercut and  3D  tools here, if yes - do  people  use  these, for what? 

 
Information about visitors/members  

● Could  you  give  me  some  idea  of how  many people  use  this space? 
● Is there  any formal  induction  available  for new  members/visitors?  
● Do  you  keep  information  about your members/visitors? 
● Do  you  keep  a  record  of accessibility needs/disability? 
● Do  you  think people  with  such  needs come  to  use  this space?  Why?  Why not? 
● Do  you  provide  induction  of the  space  and  tools to  people  with  disabilities?  Yes/No: why, what 

are  the  challenges? 
 
Assistive  technology  and outreach/collaborations: 

● Have  you  heard  of assistive  technology? 
● Do  you  know  if anyone  is creating  such  things here?  What sort of tools are  used  for this? 
● Any events held  here  that were  to  do  with  assistive  technology?  What kind? 

○ Do  you  collaborate  with  any disability organisations? 
● Have  you  heard  of do-it-yourself AT?  In  what context? 

 
 
Closing questions/prompts: 

What are  the  main  challenges? 
 
 
I am going  to  stop  recording  now. 
→ stop  recording  
 

Debrief & incentive 
Thanks again  for your time. I can’t thank you  enough! 
I am conducting  more  interviews at makerspaces and  a  few  organisations who  are  working  with 
sight-impaired  people. Together these  interviews will  help  me  understand  more  about these  communities. 
Your input will  feed  directly into  findings and  benefit a  wider community of researchers. But one  more  time 
I’d  like  to  assure  you  that I will  not identify you  in  any findings or reports.  
 
If you  have  follow  up  questions or any concerns, you  have  my contact details, but you  can  also  contact 
my supervisor. 
 
Did  you  have  any questions before  I go?  
Thanks again!  



 
 
 
 

 
 

Semi-structure  interview script: people  in 
organisations/charities  providing  services for  sight 
impaired  
 

Introduction 
As above. 
 

Interview  prompts and  questions 
About organisation/community 

● Tell  me  a  little  bit about what you  do  at [organisation] 
● What requests and  needs make  up  most of the  work you  do  [what types of assistive  technology] 
● Are  any of these  [products/services] for people  living  with  low  vision  

 
Collaboration/outreach events: 

● Do  you  take  part in  design  events, makeathons, hackathons? 
● Any of those  taken  place  at Makerspaces?  Do  you  know  what I mean  by makerspaces? 
● Do  people  with  accessibility needs/disability get involved? 

 

 

Debrief 
As above. 

 
  



 
 
 
 

Semi-structure  interview script: sight-impaired 
Introduction 

Give  informed  consent copy (even  if emailed  before) 
Give  consent, time  to  read  and  ask questions 
Sign 
Confirm if ok to  start recording 
 

Ease  in. Find about the  person and what their  daily  life  is  like  living with visual impairment 

Thanks for filling  the  background  questionnaire.  
● Tell  me  a  little  bit about yourself 
● In  the  questionnaire  you  said  that you  have  lived  with  sight impairment [REPLACE 

ACCORDINGLY. Only ask if this doesn’t come  out of the  conversation  naturally]. In  this time, 
have  your needs changed? 

● What’s your average  day like? 
● What activities do  you  enjoy? 
● Are  you  a  member of any groups/communities?  Are  these  online  or meetings in-person? 

 
Day  to day  challenges, assistive  technology, physical objects 

● Have  you  heard  about assistive  technology?  In  what context?  Do  you  use  any? 
● Do  you  have  any gadgets of modifications to  help  with  everyday living? 
● How  did  you  find  out about them?  Where  did  you  get them from? 

***(looking  to  see  if they’ve  worked  with  organisations, looked  it up   online, etc.) 
● Aside  from the  gadgets/modifications, are  there  any adaptations you  have? 
● Have  you  created  any of these  yourself? 

 
● Have  you  ever taken  part in  creative  workshops or similar events?  
● Does the  word  makerspace  mean  anything  to  you?  
● Have  you  heard  of 3D  printing? 
● If yes, understand  how: can  you  tell  me  a  little  bit more  about that? 

 
If taking part in co-design: 

● Will  you  be  bringing  your guide  dog  (if answered  in  questionnaire  as yes) 
● Will  you  be  able  to  get to  [location]  
● Will  you  be  accompanied  by a  carer or sighted  guide 
● I am planing  to  bring  some  snacks, do  you  have  any allergies or something  you  really don’t like? 

 
 

Debrief & incentive 
 
 
 
 

 



 
 
 

 
 

Appendix  3: participant  background  and  screener  questionnaire  (sight 
impaired  individuals) 

Designed in  Survey Monkey 
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Comments:

12. What is your employment status?*

Employed full time

Employed part-time

Unemployed, not actively seeking employment

Unemployed, actively seeking employment

Your name:

Your email:

Your phone number:

13. Please enter your contact details*

14. We will talk about your needs and preferences during the interview, but is there anything else you'd

like to share at this time (optional)?

4



 
 
 

 
 

Appendix  4: examples,   snapshots  of  analysis 
Affinity mapping and  Nvivo 





Name Memo 
Link

Sources References Created 
On

Created 
By

Modified 
On

Modified 
By

Barriers-physical 2 66
10 Aug 
2017, 
16:36:50

VR
10 Aug 
2017, 
18:33:32

VR

Sight impaired 
individuals 1 37

10 Aug 
2017, 
17:18:17

VR
10 Aug 
2017, 
18:35:25

VR

Family orientated 1 33
10 Aug 
2017, 
17:17:25

VR
10 Aug 
2017, 
18:34:44

VR

Barriers-making 
tools and machines 2 6

10 Aug 
2017, 
16:37:23

VR
10 Aug 
2017, 
18:30:37

VR

Ad hoc -inclusive 
mindset 1 5

10 Aug 
2017, 
17:21:55

VR
10 Aug 
2017, 
18:30:37

VR

Excluded groups-
why 2 4

10 Aug 
2017, 
16:36:05

VR
10 Aug 
2017, 
18:36:53

VR

Funding-budget for 
accessibility 1 4

10 Aug 
2017, 
17:25:27

VR
10 Aug 
2017, 
18:12:05

VR

Who's it for-
misperceptions 1 3

10 Aug 
2017, 
16:47:10

VR
10 Aug 
2017, 
16:48:25

VR

Accessibility levels-
MS type 1 3

10 Aug 
2017, 
18:27:52

VR
10 Aug 
2017, 
18:35:00

VR

Barriers-non use 1 3
10 Aug 
2017, 
16:40:20

VR
10 Aug 
2017, 
16:48:31

VR

staff support 1 2
10 Aug 
2017, 
17:33:37

VR
10 Aug 
2017, 
18:07:04

VR

Maker community 
makeup 1 2

10 Aug 
2017, 
16:34:47

VR
10 Aug 
2017, 
16:38:53

VR

Hearing impairment 1 2
10 Aug 
2017, 
17:18:41

VR
10 Aug 
2017, 
18:07:04

VR

Existing networks, 
oline communities 1 1

10 Aug 
2017, 
16:48:45

VR
10 Aug 
2017, 
16:49:03

VR



Awareness-not 
realising 1 1

10 Aug 
2017, 
18:16:50

VR
10 Aug 
2017, 
18:18:38

VR

Awareness of 
makerspaces 1 1

10 Aug 
2017, 
16:30:07

VR
10 Aug 
2017, 
16:30:50

VR

Events-outreach 1 1
10 Aug 
2017, 
17:32:19

VR
10 Aug 
2017, 
17:32:30

VR







Internals\\MS10 - § 2 references coded [ 5.44% Coverage] 

Reference 1 - 3.36% Coverage 

The point of indications is also two-fold: to be inclusive and safe. Also, there are some tools that are very 
expensive, so members need to know how to take care and not break it as otherwise they will no longer 
have the tool. 

Reference 2 - 2.08% Coverage 

“To be asked the question [how would run an induction with someone who is blind?] is an eye-opener. 
Yean, I’ve never even thought of that” 

Internals\\MS11 - § 2 references coded [ 20.54% Coverage] 

Reference 1 - 18.46% Coverage 

When we take o quite a few different social groups with free workshops .. just to cover material Deprived 
areas, minority group in any form. Even refugee camps. Ho do you reach these groups- networked charity 
stuff. THey will then introduce smaller groups Social enterprise scotland or the princess trust. Word of 
mouth works really well, we are well known especially because they know we’ve done this before. 
Bigger organisations would introduce us .. we don’t really a lot projects, they usually come to us and we 
help them.  
A lot of schools as well .. we have worked with autistic groups on different levels on the spectrum. The 
best ones .. autistic group. Everyone had mental Final press, imagines to make t shirst so they came up 
with their own designs. I want to make this Everyone starts up really quiet and they get really get By the 
end of it they’re relly engaged One of our main volunteers is autistic and he’s been volunteering with us 
for about 9 months. His changes has been icnredible .. when he came in he didn’t know what he wanted 
to do.. Now he runs and teached classes, and has started his own prop-making business. His confidence 
has gone way up. 

Reference 2 - 2.08% Coverage 

I haven’t thought about it too much, it’d have to be very computer-based I guess.. Machines.. Some of 
them you’ll need a lot of time 

Internals\\MS7-TD-director - § 3 references coded [ 9.29% Coverage] 

Reference 1 - 2.48% Coverage 

There is an open evening. Yes, it’s informal induction. Problems is that we don’t Have full time staff, 
everybody who is there are volunteers. We have a number of keyholders. So it depends on when people 
are available and whether we can open up. We give them a complete guided tour.  
They have opening evenings but Have a number of key holders. so it depends.. They try to open as 
regularly as possible. 

Reference 2 - 2.89% Coverage 

Not specifically. They do provide induction to the space. The 3D is just ‘talking people through’ . 
Typically takes about 35-40 minutes. TIt’s relatively easy + tell them how to use thingiverse . If people 
are interested to take it bit further, we do Have contact with auto-cad where more formal training can be 
provided. We can introduce people to fusion 360, it’s more ad-hoc.  
No, I don’t think so other than someone who wore glasses. In terms of blindness .. no.. 

Reference 3 - 3.93% Coverage 

What would it take to give an inductions to someone with low vision or someone who is blind? [in terms 
of 3D] First thing is How would someone with low vision even design something? The first thing would 
be .. how would they design something?! It may be possible to make the design process somewhat easier 
of course depending on the level of vision they still have Talking about software. We have a large screen 
with adjustable contrast. Once it’s designed the transfer is not physical. But the filament (filament reel) 
would be quite fiddly. Adjusting the colour and height would be difficult. Especially getting that in feed 

Example of a code (welcome, inductions) 
with data view exported from Nvivo 



tube 

Internals\\MS8-NG - § 1 reference coded [ 6.55% Coverage] 

Reference 1 - 6.55% Coverage 

Inductions Thursday opening evening before sign up. Health and safety can be pointed out and what 
equipment separate inductions are needed. Last thursday had 3 different people sign up and further 2 or 3. 
Members mailing list once signed up. Encourage people .. inductions goes on the mailing list. 
Technically- bandsaw and pillar drill. We ask a member to show them. It’s less formal.  
He runs 3D- mix of people. I’ve got a bit of a training manual that I run through. No more than 2 people. 
1 person 90 mins, 2 90-2 hours. We start with general health and safety, why induction, printing ..etc. 
Fixing, slicing, etc. I have a small print ready as an example. He has a similar 3D printer , self-taught. 
About 7 years ago. 

Internals\\MS9 - § 1 reference coded [ 2.21% Coverage] 

Reference 1 - 2.21% Coverage 

Do you have open evenings? Every thursday. More than the usual number of volunteers. Open later.. Help 
other people (members)  
Anhbody can come, have a go, look around,



 
 
 

 
 

Appendix  5: workshop plan  and  handout 
 



 

Co-design workshop plan 
Date: Thu, Aug 3, 2017 

 
This activity will  be  3.5  hours long. There  will  be  one  workshop with  4  participants, starting  at 10am. It will  start 

with  a  group induction  to  the  space. The  rest of the  day will  be  dedicated to  co-creation  and show and tell  at 
the  end. 

 
Timeline  and activities: 

● 9am: facilitators onsite  to  set up. Jean  from CAE also  present to  have  a  look around the  space  and prepare  to 
introduce  participants to  the  physical  space  using  tactile  floor plans. 

● 9:45am: Vita  and Paul  to  meet participants at Embankment station  and walk to  Makerversity together 
 

10am -  1:30pm 
 

● 10  am (1.5  h): arrive  at reception. Introductions and induction  to  space, informed consent, contributors 
agreement 

○ replay how we  got here, introductions people  in  the  room, forms → Vita 
○ Introduction  to  what Makerversity is about → Adam 
○ introduction  to  tactile  maps and walk-through→ Jean 
○ Walk-through  of the  space  → Adam 

**I’ve  allocated this bit a  lot of time  to  allow for lateness. Also  so  that we  have  plenty of time  to  take  people  around 
and get them to  ask questions, touch  stuff that can  be  touched** 

 
● Short break (10min). We’ll  take  a  longer break if we  have  time  left over. 
 
● Creative  activities (1h) 

○ intro  to  next activity/time  to  get familiar with  design  probes/examples 
○ explain  design  approach/keeping  it simple. It’s not about what we  end up creating, but that we’re  here 

and we’re  trying  stuff out. 
○ Brainstorming/sketching  a  solution  of an  adapted object to  deal  with  a  day to  day challenge. This 

could be  something  completely new or it could be  a  re-creation/improvement of how one  of their own 
devices or gadgets. +  proto 

 
● Short break (10min) 
● 12:30  pm (40  min):  

○ show and tell  (max 10  minutes each) 
○ group feedback (can  we  do  some  type  of visual  rating?) and then  leave  them with  survey monkey 

questionnaire  to  fill  in  on  their own  time? 
 
● 1:30  pm: Vita  & Paul  to  accompany people  out the  building  and back to  the  station 

 
   

 



 

Participants 
 

All  4  participants are  registered blind, but have  some  residual  vision.  
They are  all  quite  independent, please  do  your best to  avoid assumptions and if in  doubt ask them what they 
prefer/need. Try your best not to  assume. Below you  will  find a  little  bit more  information  about the  participants and 
some  tips on  mindful  interaction. Their names are  not included on  this document for data  protection  purposes. 
 

Please  treat this information  with  great care  and as highly confidential. They have  entrusted me  with  this 
information  and kindly shared details of their personal  life. 

 
VIP1 
27  yo. Sight impaired for the  past 9/10  years. Only has light-perception, can  only see  light and nothing  else. He  is 

probably less confident than  the  other three. 
 
On  makerspaces-  I haven’t heard of it.  It sounds like  something  to  create, to  create  art, things .. socialise. To 

enjoy some  activities, fun.. Meet other people. Get some  new experience. It’s sounds like  different sections for 
different activities. It’s a  mystery.. Do  they have  a  website? 

  
On  3D printing-  I’ve  come  across it. I heard on  TV and I heard on  some  websites. On  radio  .. from few people. But I 

don’t know what it is. 
 

VIP3 
29  yo. Was born  sight impaired, vision  has deteriorated over 29  years. Some  years ago  was helping  uncle  in  the 

building  trade, mixing  up cement and things like  that, but had bit of vision  then.  
 
On  3D-  did work experience  in  2003, when  he  was about to  leave  school. Used CAD. At college  did modulators 

with  3D graphs and 3D screen  imaging.  

I only saw a landscaper on  the  computer with  CAD. And I used a printing  unit to  copy them onto  3D paper. It’d be 

interesting  to  see  how it’s progressed since  14  years ago. 

 
On  makerspaces and creative  activities-  had not heard of makerspaces. 
 
“I’d be  willing  to  try it.  As long  as someone  says to  me  .. here’s the  stuff, do  this, there  are  steps. I’d have  a mock 

about. I’m off and away. I’m always up for trying  new things.” 

 

“At the  end of the  day, if you  gonna use  a chainsaw for example  and you  can’t see  what you  doing.. But you’ve  only got 

yourself to  blame  for using  a piece  of machinery you  can’t see” 

 
 

VIP4  72yo. Had sight till  about late  twenties. Very independent. Travels quite  a  bit. Does different things like 
volunteering  and helping  other people  to  learn  about assistive  technologies. Enjoys walking, doesn’t like  to 
stay in. “even  if I’m retired  I’m even  busier than  people  who  work ha  ha  mhm” 

Doesn’t like  to  depend  on  gadgets, but does find  colour indicator very useful  and  also  has an  ironing  guard. 
 
On  makerspaces-  I know maker -  means somebody who  makes things, but makerspace  I have  no  idea.  
 
 
“I’m interested  to  do  creative  things. Something  to  do  with  crafts. For example, making  little  baskets or trays. If 

you’re  visually impaired  these  are  the  activities you  are  able  to  do.Aaa.. modern  times people  don’t do  that 
anymore. Years ago  blind  people  were  involved  in  making  tools, baskets, chairs. I’m personally very interested.” 

 
VIP5 

 



 
22  yo. Lost sight about 4  years ago. Likes sports and staying  active, does a  bit of running  and plays cricket. Has 

recently gotten  a  job offer. Had not heard of makerspaces before, sounds like  something  where  people  are 
working  together.  

 
Has heard of 3D printing, but doesn’t know much  about it. Some  charity talked about it, running  a  workshop or 

something. 
 
On  creative  activities-  “I used  to  love  textiles, but I haven’t done  any sewing  since  I lost my sight.” 
 
“I hate  when  people  say that I can’t do  something  because  of my sight. I mean, there’s always risks. [What would  it 

take  for you  to  attend  an  open  evening  or some  type  of inductions] I would  just go, but it would  be  important to 
have  other people  around  me” 

 

Some  tips: 
● don’t assume  they want or need your help 
● don’t assume  they want to  use  a  lift, ask them. As someone  said “There’s nothing  wrong  with  our legs” 
● don’t grab them, they hold onto  you-  your elbow ideally so  that you  are  always slightly ahead of them and they 

can  feel  you  slowing  down, being  higher or lower than  them. But this might also  be  little  bit different for 
everyone. 

● do  warn  them of kerbs and steps and A boards. Plus tell  them if steps are  going  to  be  up or down 
● if you  are  pointing  or referring  to  something, describe  where  it is from them as explicitly as you  can  (left, right).  
● don’t say things like  ‘go  straight’ (you  close  your eyes and go  straight, you’ll  see  why) 
● Is there  something  they can  follow, use  as a  guide? 
● If guiding  them to  sit down, place  their hand on  the  back of the  chair (after asking  them if they need you  to  do 

that) 
● Be  patient, they can  do  most of the  stuff people  who  can  see  do. It might just take  a  little  longer 
● Remember they are  people  just like  you  and assume  that they are  probably more  able  than  you  think!  
 
There  are  a  couple  of other helpful  resources you  might want to  skim through: 
 
● Inequalities experienced by deaf and disabled people  in  London, fact sheet: 

https://www.inclusionlondon.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/07/IL_Inequalities-experienced-by-Deaf-and-Disabled-People-Factsheet-2
0152.pdf  

● A guide  on  how to  interact with  a  person  with  sight impairment: 
https://www.rnib.org.uk/sites/default/files/sight_problems_guide.pdf  

 


